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Steve~s

propOses
required $40 fee
By Doug Black
A top UNH administrator has
_lJI U_lJU~ttl g1 catly

. A Newington ~irefig.hter ~oses debris off the Spaulding Turnpike after the accident that
backed up traffl~ ~or 25 mmutes and left one man slightly hurt and two others, including a
UNH student, unmJured. See page 3. <Nick Novick photo)

·- Caucus committee releases
student governance plan
By Gary Langer
A Student Caucus committee
has released its final draft of a
new student governance plan,
calling for a system that would
increase representation and, officials say, add to student power
on campus.
The plan calls for a 50-member
Student Senate--up from the
present 30-member Caucus--to be
divided into six specific councils .
The timetable for the proposal
calls for its approval by the
Student Caucus on March 18 and
by UNH Pre~ident Eugene Mills
by April 4. Senate elections would
be held April 18.
Although the plan sets up the
government's internal structure,
an additional section, which will
establish the government 's
relation to the rest of the University , has yet to be completed.
Governance committee members say the second section of the
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plan will give students a direct
sav over the Universitv rules that
affect them.
·
" It will give students formal
jurisdiction over student rights
and rules and University policy
pertaining to student life,'' said
Tom Mvatt, committee chairman. "it will give us a formal
link to the Universitv President."
l\jyatt said that section, which
w_ill be ready by March 22, will
differ from the SchroederStevens governance report the
Caucus rejected last semester.
That plan would have given
Vice President for Student Affairs Richard Stevens final say

over any student government
initiative.
The committee is working with
Stevens to establish a new svstem
under which Stevens ·"will
receive all our proposals for
communication purposes, but
will have no autboritv over
them," Myatt said .
·
Stevens said vesterdav "the
difficulty comes .in coordinating
and communfoatfng with standing committees of the Univers1ty and the Academic Senate to
avoid conflict.

inn ca~iug the

UNH health fee and making it
mandatory for av students, it was
learned vesterda v.
Vice President for Student Affairs Richard Stevens said he
wants to raise the present health
fee, which is now voluntary, from
$20 to between $30 and $40.
"Either you have to go the
route of some sort of mandatory
fee , or we're going to have to
drastically cut back on services,"
said Stevens.
" The number of students who
have chosen to pay the fee isn't
enough to support the demands of
students ," he said.
The present fee was paid by
about 4,300 students this year.
Stevens said he made the
decision to have a mandatory fee
"between two weeks and ten days
ago" and told Health Services
Director Peter Patterson, who
also approves of the fee, to include it in his budget.
"I have Patterson's budget,
and the fee is included,'' Stevens
said.
The Health Services Advisory
Committee first heard of the
proposal last Friday, and
discussed it Wednesday. The
committee will make its recommendation on the fee and submit
it to Stevens this Tuesday.
- Alice Moore, a student member
of the committee, said, "The administration. did not communicate well with us at all. We
had seen the proposal before, Q.ut
it was · nothing definite. But
evidently they decided it will be
definite.
"The administration just put a
budget in front of us on Wednesday, and told us it would be
passed no matter what we said
about it," said Moore.
"I was really upset with the
way it was presented," Moore

added. " As a student, there was
nothing I could do.''
" I tlHlrt't like Ule wa y 1l w as

dumped on our laps, " said
Student Body President Doug
Cox. "In the future we have to be
more involved in these things
from their inception."
' 'Three
years
a:go
they
proposed the same thing,'' said
Cox. "And there was overwhelming
ppposition
from
students and the administration
didn 't go through with it. "
"My speculation is that students
would be very much against a
mandatory health fee ,'' Cox added.
Moore said that " ideally" the
health fee proposal should have
been discussed bv the health
committee and · bv Student
Caucus before going into the
Hood House budget.
Stevens said he did not discuss
the mandatory health fee with
health committee earlier because
he made his decision on it only
two weeks ago.
He said he did not take the
proposal to Student Caucus
because that would not have been
the " appropriate" body with
which to discuss it.
"My responsibility is to work
with committees appointed by
the president and committees
that are advisory to me," Stevens
said.
"One of the difficulties with
!?Omething _ like an increase in
health fees," Stevens said, "is
you never know how the student
body feels.
" It is similar to an increase in
tuition. You don't ask the student
bodv to · vote on tuition or room
and.board increases .
__,__.And I think health services is
as ·important as housing, as important as counseling, and as imHEALTH FEE, page 14
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Pre-trial extension

sought by Kolodny
By Barbara Polichetti
An attornev for Associate
English
Professor
Annette
Kolodny asked New Hampshire's
Federal District Court last week
to extend the period in which pretrial testimonv can be collected
for Kolodny's lawsuit against the
University.
The request came after the
court ruled last Thursdav that
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz did
- not have to give pre-trial
testimonv because the October
pre-trial deadline was past.
Kolodnv 's
attornev
had
requested that Spitz a·ppear in
Concord today for pn·-trial
questioning.
Janice Boucher, deputy clerk
for the court, ·said requests to extend the pre-trial period are "not
unusual and the majority of cases
ask for extensions . Nine out of ten
cases that request extensions are
granted them ," she said.
Boucher also said it isn 't
unusual that the request from
Kolodnv's attornev was made
four nionths after the original
pre-trial deadline.
She did not know when Court
Clerk and Magistra te >Villiam

Barrv Jr. would rule on the
request.
Kolodny's suit charges the
University with religious and sex
discrimination in matters concerning salary' promotion and
tenure. It was filed in June 1977.
After the pre-trial conference,
OcL 1, 1978, deadline was set for
pre-trial work.
Pre-trial work includes collection of depositions (pre-tr-ial
testimonv) and all necessary
documen.ts.
·
Nancy Gertner, legal counsel
for Kolodny, said she requested
the extension because "the-case
has changed drastically" since it
was originally brought against
the University.
According · to Gertner, the
denial of Kolodnv's tenure last
June meant having the case include the tenure process.
"This changed the situation
dramatically and was not expected," she said . " So now we have a
lot more wo-r k to do.''
Gertner said she wasn't sure
how much more time would be
needed to complete the work, but Bare trees shroud Thompson Hall as students trudge through
the rain drenched campus. (Jan Brubacher photo)
KOLODNY, page 6
-..:~· ;
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News Briefs

Solar heater slashes bills

Student arraigned

Bv Joy Bleakney

A UNH student will be arraigned in Durham District Court
today on forgery and fraud charges in connection with the UNH
Bookstore, according to a University spokesman.
David Patrino, 21 , of 105 Spit Brook Road, Nashua was arrested
March 1 for forging.£ignatures on $120 worth of travellers checks
to buv books at Book Rush Jan . 17.
The bookstore reported the forgery Feb . 16, when six
travellers checks , each $20, were returned to them bv the
Barclay Bank of New. York City .
·
Those checks had been reported missing to the bank by David
Worthington, a University of IndialJa student, on March 17. 1978 in
Fort Lauderdale, F'la .
University Police said the forged checks were traced to
P::ifrino . who h;:irl <'::i"hPrl ::in ;:irlrlition:.tl rhP<·k in NPw J-favpn

('t

last March.
When he cashed the check, police said, the New Havep cashier
took down his New Hampshire registration number. which was
eventuallv traced to him.
Police said Patrino told them he found the checks in Fort
Lauderdale when he was there during spring break last year .
Patrino is out on bail of $500 and under personal recognizance
pending his trial.

'rwo· students· have slashed
their electric bill by attaching a
solar panel to their Westgate
apartment in Dover.
Bill Calderwood, a senior
chemical engineering major, and
Roger Stephenson . a junior zoology major, installed the panel
Januarv first.
"Our· electric bill for February
was thirty dollars, ·· said Calderwood, "And that includes heat."
According to a Westgate spokesman electric bills usualh· run
abou't $50 a month .
·
Calderwood built the solar
p ~1n o l

hi s junior yt>::tr with two

other students in a thermody·
namics class.
"Dr. I<'arag !assistant chemical
engineering ·Professor Ihab Farag )
ag l allotted each group of students fifty dollars to design and
build solar equipment. The class
made two flat plate collectors
( Calderwood's type l . two concentrating collectors, a1 ;d 1\-vo stor·
age tanks." said Calderwood.

"The solar panel we designed and is flush against the window
used air as a medium," he said.
on the inside.
The solar panel cost $28 to
The other hose bends down
make because manv materials beside the couch--which is und(•r
were donated to the ·students bv the window--ancl is attached to a
local manufacturers . Without the ' fan on the floor .
free materials the panel would
'The only problems I have had
have cost $72.19.
with the solar pancJ are: - the
"I decided to ask (FaragJ if I caulking for the outside sheet of
could use the panel to help curb sun-lit ( a gJass substitute l is
mv electrical bill ·· said Calder- leaking somewhere ,_ \\.'hen the
wood .
'
panel heats up the wa1er forms
"At"first they !the department) condensation on the sun-litE>
said no, but after going through which obstructs the heat transthe ombudsman's office, they fer, and the plywood backing
decided I could use it if I took also froze so I -hi1d to fix that, ..
data," said Calderwood .
said Calderwood.
C~iJdorwood

doos

{.!UJcuJution lJ

<lea.ling with the temperature of
the output (air coming into the
house) compared to the rate of
flow of air through the solar
panel, and other readings.
The panel sits on the ground
Tv..·o
next to his front door.
metallic hoses run into the apartment through an insulated window .
The out-put hose is on the right

Stereo, tools stolell
StL·reo equipnwnt and tools \\·ort h about $-tW were stolen fro111"
car in the lot across from Chrisll'nsl'n Hall <.•arl:- Sunda:-· morn ·
ing , accordin g to a Urnn·rsity spok<.•snian.
Scott Tracy , 18. of 1''rankli11..n•por(('d till' theft to Durha111 police
Sundav afternoon.
Tracv who isn 't a UNll stud<'nt . said it looked like thl' lock<'d
door or'his car had been pnl'd open.
Taken \\·ere l\rn speakl•rs \1,·orth ;1bout $till l'<lch . ;i tapl' pl ;1:- t'r
worth $180. tools \\.·orth about !j,()O and t<.·n cass<.•tt<.• l<qws \\·or th !i>li
each .
Police have no ~uspects in till' c;1s<' .

The Office of Residential Life has established a committ<'e to
deal with what 'director David Bianco said is a severe drinking
problem on campus .
Called the Alcohol Education Oommittee. Bianco said he wants
the program to deal with the problen1 of student akohol abus<.' in
a slow. methodical, and ultimately more thorough manner .
Members of the committee will include representatives from
health services, the dean of students' office, residential life. two
head residents and one student.
Bianco said he hopes the committee will de\·elop a single.
JoCohesive and effective program for University problem drinkers .
The committee is setting up workshops and seminars desihned
to educate and train head residents in ho\\' to b(•t ter understand
and deal with problem drinking .
The comn1ittee would like to establish an Alcohol !~ducat ion
Center modeled after the Human Sexuality Center .

By Tom Lynch

private attorney.
She said about one-third of the
cases the group handles are wife
beatings .
Reportedly, 30,000 women were
beaten in New Hampshire last
year according to Harvey.
Speaking before about 50 people
at Murkland Hall, the American
Universitv Law School graduate
discussed a bill she helpea
create, which would aid women
in seeking protection from
abusive husbands.
The bill is now before the New
Hampshire legislature.
Harvey gave case histories of
abused v,;omen with whom she has
dealt, relating problems they had
with law enforcement officers in

Gasoline stations in Durham
are beginning to feel the crunch
of the latest fuel crisis in the forms
of rising prices and supplv cutbacks .
·
Station operators are unsure of
what the future holds . "Nobodv
knows, ' ' said Theron Terrell
Durham Shell. "We had a
meeting with the company guys
on the subject , and they didn't
know anv more than we did. And
one of them was the district
manager.··
Terrell said his distributor has
placed stations on a monthly
allocation svstem based on last
vear's sales~
• "Last month we got 85 percent
of what we sold in 1978," he said.
"Some months it might be 75 percent , and some others it might be
95."
Terrell said the station will
receive 95 percent allocation in
March.
Harold Smith , owner of Smittv's Sunoco, said his station has
been cut back five percent from
last vear's monthlv sales.
So.me companies have ordered
their .stations to cut back business
hours rather than curtail gas
supplies. According to Phil
Smith, manager of Durham's Old
Colony station, his distributor is
using that tactic . He has also
raised prices "one or two cents"
in the last month.
Most of the stations have had to
raise their prices to offset increases bv the distributors.
Smith said.it is difficult for the
stations to keep up.
"We've raised our prices, but
not as far as we should have," he
said ... We're going to have to
raise them again ...

BA TIERED WIVES , page 12
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Graduate honored

'

The weather
Today will be mostly sunny with high temperatures in the middle 40?, according to the National Weather Service in Concord .
'fomorrow will have increasing cloudiness with highs in the 10\r
40s with a 10 percent chance of percipitation. Winds will be
blowing from the Northwest at 5-15 miles per hour.

i11:-.uJ(llt:d !ht: '"inc.low::; I.Jut

Gasoline
shortage
comes to
Durham

Drinking program starts

A University gradu ~ 1te student is one of :w student s awarded
research grants in a natiom,·ide prohram to promotl' excellence
in researl'h on thl' roll•s \\omen play in sociPt:- .
Laurel Thatl'lll'r Ulrich of Durham has been av. ·ard(•d a
Woodrov..· Wil son FPllov,:ship Foundation grant for her dissPrta tion. "Good Win·s : A Studv in Role lkfiniti on in Nortlwrn :\e\\
England. Hi50·17;)0. ··
·
Ulrich is one of three Ne\\' England graduate stucknts to
receive the award.
The r<.'search grant µro~ ram in ,,·omen ·s studies is open to doctoral candidates throughout the nited States. both men and
women. who have completed all n•quirenH.•nts for a Ph.D . t•xcept
the dissertation .
Selection of thl' winners is based on the relevance of the proposal to understanding women's roles in history and socil·t~-.
evidence that the n•search will contribute to n<.'\\" kno\\ ledgl' in
the field. and an e\·aluation of the candidat<.'s scholart.\· prepara tion.
The Woodro\\ Wilson National Foundation of Printeton . :\ .•J..
was founded in 1974 and is supported b~· grants from tlw 11<.•ll'lla
H.ubinstein l<'oundat ion and I loffmann-LaHoche Inc.

" I

didn't waterproof them, so if it
rains reallv hard some water
leaks in," S<lid Calderwood.
Calderwood reached down the
out-put tub<' and held one of the
thermostats. The fan on the floor
started to whirr quietly and a
IJreeze, about the ~trength of a 750
\i,.·att blow dryer, came through
the pipl'.
"The room is the storage tank
for the heat,·· said Calderwood .
"The fan comes on \rhen there is
a twenty degree difference between the thermostat on the floor
bv the fan and the thermostat on
tlie panel.· ·
H it were hot air it would riS('
and the cold air would go to the
floor where the fan would circulate it through the panel said
Calderwood .

- ·

Herbert Carberr)· tidies up the sidewalk on Central :\' enue in
Dover this week. <Bob Bauer photo)

Harvey speaks out
on battered women
By Doug Black
More than 50 percent of women
involved in relationships ~vith
men, whether married or not,
will be physically abused
sometime during the relationship, according to J. Campbell
Harvey, attorney, who spoke
Wednesday night on "Battered
Women and the Law ...
Claiming ··men strike out
violently against their wives
because violence is a sociallv acceptable form inside of families."
Harvev said a societv that allows
wife abuse to exist i's fundamen·
tallv sexist. ..
The 31-vear-old Harvev has
worked for Nev; Hampshire
Legal Assistance in Manchester
the past 18 month:-. . 'The
organization provides free legal
help to people unable to pay for a

,_
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Bike study cofilpleted
By Erik Jacobsen
dred thousand dollars to carry
out recommendations made in a
bikewav study released by Physical Plant Operations an.ct Maintenance (PPO&M) this week,
according -to a PPO&M spokesman.
The studv calls for new bicycle storage areas and bike
routes on and around the Universitv.
According to the study, new
storage areas would be built and
attached to dorms. Storage areas
would also be built next to key
academic buildings.

study.
Funds for the study were provided by the Office of Residential
Life and PPO&M's repair and
renovation fund. The cost of the
study was unavailable.
The group spent hundreds of
hours analysing bike travel in
Durham and on campus.
They sent the completed study
to the Durham Town Planning
Board, several acfministrarors,
and faculty members.
"The purpose of the study is not
to implement it but to get people
thinking in terms of bikes in the
community,'' said Pellettieri.

Dil\c µath.::1 would be built to

Pcllctticri .::1aid .:>tudcnt.:> would

It would cost several hun-

Even the wet weather couldn't deter ATO brothers from their traditional spring rite, the rooftop retreat. <Bob Bauer photo)

Engineering major attracts
more women during _70s
By Laura Locke
Women's interest in engineering bas "increased fantastically"
in the past five years at UNH,
according to Donald Melvin,
engineering technical program
coordinator.
- "We have seen,a significant increase in young women's interest
in the undergraduate department," he said. "The 127 females
now enrolled should double in the
next few years."
Among
women,
civil
engineering is the most popular
of the four engineering departments Melvin said, with 30 female
students. Mechanical and chem-

ical engineering each have 28
women, while electrical engineering has 24.
UNH isnt the onlv school affected by women's ~increased inter_est in engineering.
According to a survey by the
National Science Foundation,
fewer than one percent Qf all
engineers in 1974 were women. A
year later, a similar survey
determined that 8.9 percent of all
freshmen enrolled at engineering
schools were women. In 1978, that
number rose to 12 percent.
UNH administrators and
students attribute the increase, in
both
male
and
female

engineering enrollment, to the
open job market and · the
assurance of high paying jobs after graduation.
"I decided on engineering
because of the money," said
Leslie Madison, an undeclared
freshman, who plans to transfer
to the systems engineering
program at Drexel University
next fall .
I've always been a hell of a lot
better at math· and physical
~ sciences and there are a lot more
]01.1 D-pportunities for women .
0

ENGINEERS, page 5

UNH gets $15,000 grant

Ravine to undere;Q renovations
By Pam Dey
The University has been awarded a $15,000 grant from the
Paula Markus Grant Foundation
enabling UNH to take first steps
towards the restoration of the endangered ravine area.
The money is earmarked for
the area between Paul creative
Arts Center and the Spaulding
Life Science Center, said UNH
environm('ntal planner Dan
Sundquist.
The area wilJ be redesigned
with new planting, a redirectioned walkway and new lighting.
"We're aware of the tremendous pedestrian movement
through this area and we want to
allow for the intervening areas fo
flourish," he said.
Pedestrian traffic represents a
major threat to the 15 acre area,
according to UNH President
Eugene Mills who called the central ravine the "Jewel of the
campus."
He said, "Redirection and
reallignment of walkways could
help stop students from being
tempted to cut through."
In addition to killing smaller
plants, shortcuts cause soil compaction thus hindering the tree
root's ability to breathe.
"People aren't malicious,"
said Mills, "just careless."
The ravine contains more than
80 species of trees and shrubs and

UNH keeps tabs on
radioactive elements
By Joel Brown
In Prof. Gerald Klippenstein's
biochemistry lab stands a white
refrigerator that is different from
a household model for one
reason. It contains radioactive
Carbon 14 isotopes.
"You have to know where--and
where not--to keep your lunch,"
Klippenstein said. ·
A bright red and yellow decal
on the door indicates that this
particular refrigerator is not for
food storage. There are about two
dozen labs on campus using lowenery radioactive substances in
research, and all of them display
decals and warning signs:
CAUTION-RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS.
Responsible for distributing the
decals and monitoring the use of
radioactive materials on campus
is L. William Dotchin, director of
research safetv.
Dotchin is in~charge of the UNH
Radiation Safety Program,
which must be approved by the
State Radiation Control Agency
for the University to maintain its
'broad scope license' to handle
radioactive material.
State inspectors visit the campus at least once a year, according to Dotchin. The state agency
il? monitored by the Federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC).
Perhaps most important in the
UNH Safety Program are
radiation-sensitive-- badges worn
by everyone dealing with the

materials.
The badges store whatever
amount of radiation the wearer is
exposed to, and can later be
tested to determine if that
amount is within safe limits.
· The radioactive materials are
used in a number of research
projects on campus. Isotopes
are easily detectable, even in
minute amounts, because of their
radioactive properties, and are
therefore useful for following the
course of otherwise indetectable
chemical and biological reac·-·
tions.
Most of the radioactive
materials on campus are lowenergy Carbon 14 or a similiar
isotope called Tridium. Lowenergy materials make up 95
percent of all radioactive substances here, according to Dotchin.
The few high-energy items
used on campus are 'sealed sources', encapsulated in plastic or
other materials. The low energy
materials are usually in liquid
form.
''Only once in my six years as
radiation safety officer for the
campus has there been any
measurable accidental exposure."
Dotchin said, "A student tried to
fix a device called a Cobalt 60
irradiator without consulting me,
and followed an incorrect
procedure."
The resulting expos.ure, DotRADIATION, page 7

Student unhurt
in car accident

at least 75 different kinds of wild-

flowers. some of which are
unusual in this region, according
to Sundquist.
- Environmental awareness of
the ravine area began a year and
a half ago. said Sundquist. but the
are!l continues to face many
• ":At-'11t

RAVINE. page 13

separate bicycle traffie from have to be the ones to make the
pedestrian and car traffic, mak- study's recommendations a
ing bike travel safer and more realitv.
Pressure would have to be put
efficient.
''Bicvcle use is increasine: on on the Office of Residential Life
campus. PeoI!_le are realizing and on the administration, he
the economics of the bike so we · said.
needed to plan for expanded
"It's up to the students.
bicycling use," said George Pell- They're the ones with the bikes.
ettieri, UNH landscape architect.
This study was done for them,"
Pellettieri worked with UNH he said.
environmental planner Dan ·- Approval for the study's
Sundquist and Syracuse forestry
proposals ' would eventually have
and environmental student Lorn to i::ome from the Board of
Clement to compile the 73 page Trustees and the Legislatur_e.

The Uni_versity has received a $15,000 grant to help preserve
the ravme, here shown behind the MUB. <Jan· Brubacher
photo)

A UNH student escaped injury yesterday morning when he was
involved in a three-car accident on the Sullivan Bridge in
Newington that left one man injured.
State police said Kenneth Kimball, 32, of Brewster Academy,
Wolfeboro, injured his ankle in the 11: 30 a.m. crash in the southbound lane of the Spaulding Turnpike bridge.
Scott Ulrich, 20, of Stage Coach Farm, Durham, a UNH student;
and Roland David, 77, of Gonic Road in Rochester, were unhurt.
Kimball was treated and released at Wentworth Douglass
Hospital in Dover.
Police said David was attempting to change lanes and hit the
rear side of Ulrich's car when the accident occurred.
Kimball's car was towed from the scene, and Ulrich's and
David's cars were driven off.
'
Police said traffic was backed up in the southbound lane of the
turnpike for about 25 minutes .
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"The proposal increases the
representative capacity of
Student Government, increases
the efficiencv of Student Government, and ·will ultimatelv increase the power of Student" Government," said Student Bodv
President Doug Cox.
•
Cox said the larger senate will
Senate po~itions will be difficult give the government "more
GOVERNANCE
linkages with the stUdent body.
to fill.
continued from page 1
''When Student Government
"I've seen an increased concern among stude1hts. We have has the student body behind it,"
"I don't think we have any more students trying to become he said, "it will ultimately be
disagreements in concepts,'' he senators," Myatt said, adding more effective."
that the proposed system would - The plan was also endorsed by
added.
Stevens said the proposed make it easier for students to join Caucus Chairman Bill Corson,
who said the-election of senators
system will "provide students the government.
The proposal would have one from each dorm will "increase
with access or leverage to be involved in certain things--and senator elected from each dor- the involvement" of students.
Myatt said the proposed structhat's never been in writing mitory, except the smaller Huddleston and Fairchild dorms, ture "is really set up to work
before."
share a senator, and more efficiently. Right now the
The internal structure of the which
government, released Wed- the mini-dorms, which will also Caucus has a bunch of committees that iust exist here and
nesday night, calls for a Senate to elect one senator.
there.''
.
In auumon, Myatt said, the 22
be compri:5ed of 22 1 e~it..le11t
One of the six proposed counstudents, 22 commuters, four commuter senators will be elect- ·
Greeks, and the student body ~d from geographical areas cils is the Student Activity Fee
rather than academic areas, as Council, a revision of the present
president and vice president.
Myatt rejected a concern held they are now--thus allowing more Bureau of the Budget, which will
have control over the student acby Stevens and Mills that the_ students to run for office.

Student governance
system proposed

will

tivitv tax.
The plan recommends that the
assistant director of student activities sit on the council, an addition that is seen in part as a
response to questions raised in a
report last semester by Director
of Student Activities J. Gregg
Sanborn.
Sanborn said yesterday he has
decided not to pursue a
suggestion he made last semester
that would give his office control
of the student funds, but repeated
his call to have the Office of
Student Activities participate
more directly in the handling of
that money, which will amount to
$225,000 next year.
The addition of the assistant
director to the council, both Sanborn and Cox said, would accomplish that goal. "It will give
student activities the advisorv
role thev were calling for in San·born 's proposal last semester,"
Q_ox said, adding that the position
will also help the council deal
with programming.
Other members of the Student
Activity Fee Council would in-

EARN OVER$65Q AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENrOR YEAR.·
If you're a junior or senior
majoring in sciences like
math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you
should know about.
It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer CandidateCollegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if
you qualify, you can earn as
much as $650 a month right
through your senior year.
Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School,
you'll get an additional year
of advanced technical
education. This would cost
thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you.
It isn't easy. There are
fewer than 400 openings and
only one of every six
applicants will be selected.
But if you make it, you'll
haye unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000
salary infour years, and gilt- _
edged qualifications for jobs
both in the Navy and out.
Ask your placement
officer to set up · a~ interview
with a Navy representative
when he visits the campus,
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,
or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not"
only can it help you complete
.college. It can be the start of
an exciting career.

,--------------...
I

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFOR1\1ATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000. Pelham l\lunor. N .Y. lt)8(); ~

I

Yes. I"d like more' information on
the NUPOC-C Program ( ~0).

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

Name

~ .. ,,

8637

~

,.,... ,..,,.

Address
City
State
Age

Zip _ _ _ __
tColle_gC'/ l 'ni\·C'rsity

iGraduation Date

•Grade Point

Phone' Number

., ,. ,, ,.,.

CNP 2 / 8

-- A RuclgPt :;ind Adminis tration

Council, made up of six senators
and a chairperson.
Councils would also contain
representatives of the administration, faculty and other
students as voting members to
"provide expertise and perspectives that may greatly increase
the quality of their products," the
proposal says .
Each council , according to the
plan, would devise its own bylaws . Council chairpersons would
be appointed by the student body
nr~~irlPnt with Senate approval,
and would sit on the govern·-·~
!!:.~EJ)_~xecuti v e Boara.
The Executive Board would
also contain the student bodv
president and vice president, the
speaker of the senate, a business
manager and parliamentarian. ·
The proposal would have the
Student Caucus form a Constitution Committee on March 18
to work the proposal into a
Student
Government
Constitution, which would be present-ed to the newly-elected Senate att
its first meeting, April 29.

Gasoline
shortage
FUEL,
continued from page 2

Smith said his distributor has
upped prices three times since
January, while he has raised ~he
prices at the pumps only twice.
The station operators can't
speculate on how bad the shortage could become. ''Who
knows?" Terrell said. "During
the last shortage, we sold all our
gas between 8 and 11 in the morning, and worked inside the rest
of the dav. There's no wav of
telling." ·
·
"We can't do much about it "
said Smith. "People aren't goi~g
to be able to afford to drive."
"It bothers me," he went on.
"It's bothered me for five year?."

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

._ _____________ ...1
.6.Major/ Minor

five senators, the 10
treasurers of the student tax funded oqianizations, a business
manager and treasurer.
The other proposed councils include:
--A Residence Council, made up
of 2 senators from each residential area, two students appointed
bv each of the three residential
area councils, and a chairperson;
--A Commuter Council, made
up of 12 commuter senators and a
chairman;
--An Academic Council, made
up of eight senators elected bv
the Senate to represent each
college and school, and the
Student Bodv President. Council
members wiil also sit on the UNH
Academic Senate;
--A Student Services Council,
made up of nine senators and a
chairperson; and

dude

August '79
applicants, 4-year fully
recognized and established
Mexican Medical School,
with several hundred
American students enrolled.
Use English language
textbooks and exams in
English. School combines
quality education, small
classes, experienced

eachers, ~odern facilities.

NAVY OFFICBlS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
·····- ..... ···-- ·--

Univeridad Del Noreste
120 East 41 St., N.Y.C. 10017
( 212) 594-6589
or 232-3784
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Wolllen engineering students
ENGINEERS
coritinues from page 3

"It depends on the -profession,"
Melvin explained. "One lady
came out of here and began
working at a large chemical corporation for $18,400 a year. She
was a very sharp person and a
hard worker but in this field
ther~'s the potential to get that

PAGE FIVE

FRIDAY, March 9

much anvwav."
''There are a lot of job opportunities open to women,"
l\ladison agreed. "If I graduated
with a guy with the exact same
grades I could go so much further
·because companies want women
engineers."

engineers, .. she said.
LAST DAY TO CARRY OVER 20 CREDITS WITHOUT
Edward Dougherty, director of
SURCHARGE.
Career Placement and Planning,
LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW WITHOUT ACADEMIC
said corporate interests in UNH
engineering graduates has inLIABILITY.
creased recentlv.
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE AT 7 P.M. FOR SPRING
·'The demand for engineers is
RECESS.
high and· will continue to be
high," Dougherty said. "Simply
MONDAY, March 12
being a woman isn't going to
guarantee a job, but if she's a
good engineer she'll have a comUNIVERSITY HOLIDAY. University offices closed.
petetive edge over a male in
some instances."
SUNDAY, March 18
Dougherty said all eight
women who registered their
6:30 & 8:30
March9
resumes with Career Placement
RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN AT 9 A.M.
and· Planning last year were
PARFNTS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING: Elliott
Dael~ by Request!!
hired by engmeermg corAlumni Center, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
porations, including Exxon and
PROJECTIONS: "That Obscure Object of Desire," directed
E.F. Goodrich.
"All the companies that come
by- Luis Bunuel, and starring Fernando Rey, Carole
here are actively pursuing
Bouquet, and Angela Molina. In this darkly humorous
women and minority g'roups," he
satire,
Bunuel demonstrates that the last revolutionary act is
said.
to be madly in love, and not to have sex with the object of
Men in the UNH engineering
program recognize and accept
that love. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p. m.
Closed March 10th-17th
the women in, what has
Admission$. 75 or MUSO Film Pass.
traditionally been, a male field .
A
VACATION!
"If a - girl has a degree in
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m.
engineering right now," said
freshman chemical engineering
~M·====••IC:==~wcx=nc::;=::lil:.-;;;==~a~==~HQMC::::::=~~~-====)CI~-~· MONDA y' March 19
major Mark Carroll, ··she has a
job like that. That's probably why _
they're doing it."
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Carter Gallery: "Hunter's
Electrical engineering ma.ior
Paradisi." And, Scudder Gallery:· Edmond Tarb~ll and
Donald Oswald called the increase in the number of women
Frank Weston Benson, New England artists. Gallery hours,
- engineers "great."
Paul Creative Arts Center: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m."We'd be bored without them in
4 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays and
Served from 11:30a.m. to3:00p.m .
our classes," he said.
Tuesday thru Saturday
University holidays. Continues through April 26.
"There is a stereotype to a certain extent," said Sarah GoodCLASSES RESUME AT 8 A.M.
- win, a sophomore civil engineer.
_ _ _c_.o
_ MBINATION PLATES
LECTURE BY DR. TRASK, EMINENT HISTORIAN: Dr.
_ 1.55
"But if you let it get you, it's
11
David
F. Trask, author, and present Historian of the U.S.
Pork
Chow
Mein
worse. It's come to a point where
Barbecued Pork Fried Rice
Department of State, will speak on "Public History, the His- ·
enough wqmen have come into
No. 2.
- - - - _ 1.55
Chicken Wings
torian, and Jobs for Historians in the Government Today."
the classes that we're just like the
Subgum Chow Mein
Barbecued Pork Fried Hice
guys."
Horton
Social Science Center, Room 304, at 4 p.m. SponNo. 3. ~-~--- _ _ _ _
----- l.7S
According to recent estimates
Egg Roll
Chicken Chop Suey
sored by the Department of History, International Studies
by the US Department of Labor,
Barbecued Pork Fried H.i('<'
Committee. Lecture is free and open to the public.
No. 4.
----.-- _
1.5S
an average of 53,000 engineering
Egg Foo Yong
Pork Chow Mein
jobs will open every year until
BarbecU('d Pork Fried H1c(•

FRANKLIN
THEATRE

Fri.

Woody Allen's
"PLAY IT AGAIN SAM"
HAVE

-

NICE

"ij

.t\.~IA
Dover, N.H.

n

LUNCHEON MENU

U

n ~~g l;,-

U

1985.

0.

The studv said in 1977 women
engineering graduates received
an average of twice as many job
offers as their male counterparts.
"Right now, women have an
easier time finding jobs," Melvin
· said. "A lot of corporations are
looking at affirmative action and
in manv cases the woman will be
paid higher as a result. 1 '
In 1975, the Labor Department
set the average salary for
professional engineers at $23,000
a year. Although Dougherty
could not reveal the salaries of
UNH graduates because of their
confidentiality, he said starting
_salaries ar~ually hi ~~ h .
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Spare Ribs

1.50 4.00

Sultan - Dry

1.75 4.90
2.15 5.80

Trojans· 370 Wet
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Ramses· Dry

3.10 8.80

Connecticut Home Products
P.O. Box 403
Stratford, CT 06497
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Egg Roll
Barhecued Pork Fried Hice
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Sweet & Sour Chicken
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1.75

Teri,vaki
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Egg Foo Young
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Chicken Fingers
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Wont on Soup ~Chicken Wings - Spare Hilis
Egg Rolls· Asia Fantasia· Asia Fned f{ict•

FOR 3 PERSONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.$15.75
Wonton Soup - Chicken Wings - Spare H11Js
Fried Shrimps· Asia Fantasia - Asia Fried Hice
llo You• .;1i l'o
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~

Wont on Soup - Chickl•n \Vings - Spare Ribs
Egg H.oll - Asia Fantasia - Asia Fried Hice

F~~ ~h;;~;~~~ S\\ ('(•t and Sour Pork
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

$26.25

w~ n ton

Soup - Chicken Wings· Fried Slmmps
Sp.ire' Hil>s ·Asia Fantasia -Asia Frn•d Hice
Asia Chicken Delight ·Asia Swe<•t and Sour
Beet ChO\\' Yuke

FOR 6 PERSONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'-----~--$31.50

--------Zip- - -

.
A 11 OW 2 - 3 wee kSf or deIIvery
D1sc_reetl" P_C:lckaned
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Via
Chicken \.\:ings

Fried Shrimps
Barbccu!'cl Pork Fried Hie<'

Sweet & Sour Chicken

Ramses-Lubricated 3.10 8.80
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Barhecued Pork Fr!ed Hice

Sultan - Lubricated 1.90 5.25
Trojans· Dry

2.20
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1.!15
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TUESDAY, March 20

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Age of Reason,"
Lynn M. Lindholm, Philosophy. Richards Auditorium,
Murkland Hall, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
LECTURE/ SLIDE SHOW ON WILDLIFE CONSERVATION: "Ducks Unlimited," by representative John
Cameron. Pettee Hall, Room 105, at 7 p.m. Everyone wel-

come. Sponsored by INER and the Wildlife Society.
WEDNESDA y' March 21
UNH WIND SYMPHONY CONCERT: Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, .8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, March 22
WORKSHOP AND POETRY READING: By Marie Harris,
author of "Raw Honey," and forthcoming collection of
poetry entitled "Interstate." Forum Room, Library. Workshop at 10 a.m.; reading at 8 p.m. Sponsored by the
Women's Center.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Madame Rosa ," written and directed by Moshe Mizrahi, and starring Simone Signoret and
Sammy Ben Yorb. A retired Madame cares for the children
of the girls who used to be in her employ. Strafford Room,
Memor.ial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass.
CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS: The Preservation Hall
Jazz Band, the group from New Orleans that plays the
sweet-sad-gentle-exuberant music that came out of the turn
of the century. UNH students and senior citizens $4 in advance; general admission $6. Field House, 8 p-.m.
The "Campus Calendar" appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please .submit information to the Administrabon Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.
The New Hampshire ! U~PS 379-280 J is Pl;lblished and distributed semi-weekly.
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H: 03824. Business office hours:
Tuesday. and ~hursday. 1 ~o 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p .m.
Acade~1c year su_bscnpt1on: $9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham.
N._H. 03~24. Advertisers should ~heck their ads the first day . The New Hampsh1r~ will in no case be responsible for typographical or other errors, but will
:eprm_t.. tha.t part o.f an advertisement in which a typographical error appears,
f d
d
I
1f no t 11e.
1mme 1atey. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The :'\'ew
!lamps~u·e . Room l'il, Ml'B, l'Nll, Durham, :\'.II. 0:182-1. 11.000 copies per
issiu· pn1~t"'d at ('ourit·1· Publish in'
t:h »k'r, :'\'..IJ.
.

rv.
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-Kolodny
•
notices
GENERAL

CAREER

CAFE FRANCAIS: Wednesdav. March 21. Room 101.
Murkland Hall, from 3::m-4:30 ·p.m. Help celebrate the
arrival of spring . Open to any member of the campus
communitv.
FACULTY CENTER: Due to unavailabilitv of staff, the
Facultv Center will bl' closed during spring break. We
will close at I :30 p.m., March 9, and reopen at our usual
schedule March 19. The management of the Center
wishes everyone a nice week.

CAHJ~ER

KOLODNY
continued from page 1

I<.;XPLORATI< >N MODULI<.;: Series 2 ! Liberal
ArtsJ, Module E: Decision Making. This module will
assist you in your cnrn career 'decision-making by
examining different decision-making strategies. Monday, March l!:l. Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union.
from :3-5 p.m.
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series :3, Module
C: Skills AsBessment. This modull' should assist vou 111
identif>-·ing specific skills which you now have ai1d how
they may help you secure a job. Wednesday. March 21.
Hanover Room, Memorial Union. from 6::30-H::m p.n1.
INTEHVIEWTN.G TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP-: Leafn
how to ask as well as to answer questions, to offer ideas
aimed specifically at the interviewer's com pan>-. and to

ACADEMIC
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS AND
l<~f<'.l .I .ClWSHIPS· IQHll-Hl Rof;:iry lntnn;:ition;:il S<"hol<ir-

rlPfinp your gn:d<..: in ynur nwn l!Tiinrl

(':1rP<>1· Pl:1nni11 g

and Placement. 20:! Huddleston, Tuesday. March 20. •1t
6::m p.m.
_
CAREI<.;R PLANNING DIWP-IN: Discussion and idea
sl1aring about career concerns. postgraduate plans. and
just what lurks out in "the real world ... Career Planning
and Placement. 2ll:l Huddleston. Wednesday. March 21.
at 6::mp.m.
SUMMI.:R JOB INFORMATION : Information sessions
on finding and appl>-·ing for summer jobs: LecturPs. and
questions and ans\\'ers. Career Planning and
Placement, 20:3 Huddleston. Thursda>--, March 22. at (i::m
p.m .

ships and Fellowships awards are presented to undergraduate and graduate students, and to those people
with skills in journalism, teaching the handicapped. and
technical areas. Applications arc available from George
Abraham, Advising Center. Room 111. Murkland Hall.
Deadline is March 15.
GRADUATE STUDENT CURJ<' PROJECTS: CURF
research proposals from graduate students should be
submitted to the Research Office, Graduate School. bv
March 21, 1979. If you have any questions, please cail
Jack Lockwood at 2-2000.
ATTENTION PREMED/PREDENTAL STUDENTS:
Deadline for April 28 MCAT and DAT exams is April 2.
Registration forms are available in the Advisory Officl'.
Students planning to apply for fall 1!:180 entrance to
medical or dental schools, please get in touch with tlw
Premed-Predental Ad\·isorv Committee office if vou
haw not already done so. koom :m2B. DeMeritt Iiall.
862-l:!!:l:l.

it would probably be at least
another year.
"We're willing to go as fast as
they (the. Universitv l want. How
much more time is needed
depends on how hard we work,"
she said.
Joseph - Milli met, University
legal counsel, said, "Whatever
happened to th case last summer was a long time ago, and
they've had plenty of time. To the
best of mv recollection we've
furnished 'them with all the
material there is concerning
tenure. I don't know, though,
there could be some more."
.M:illin1cl ',:, lcgal a:'l.:'li.::itant Donna

done, was done a long, Jong time
ago and they should have asked
him a long time ago." Millimet
said .
MilLimet said he received a letter last week from Gertner informing
him
that
Spitz's
deposition was requested. He
said he was surprised by the letter and immediately requested
that
the court
denv
the
deposition.
·
''The discoverv has been closed
since last October and when
you're supposed to have completed your discovery you don't
come
along
and
take
depositfons," Millimet said.
The court approved Millimet 's
request to stop the deposition
March2.
According to Purkhiser, the
court's approval of their request
to stop Spitz's deposition is no indication of how the court will rule
on Cortnor'D oxtonsion roquoi;;t .

It just means that for -now the
Purkhiser said their office has
not yet filed an objection to request for Spitz's deposition has
Gertner's exteAsion request but, been stopped, she said.
"we intend to file an objection in the
Pre-trial procedures in Kolodnext couple of days. We don't think ny 's case have further been
they
should
lake
further sfowed by a debate between the
attorneys about the delense's
depositions."
Gertner said, "I want to have right 'to examine Kolodny's
spoken with every member of the records where she worked
English dept. and every decision previously.
Purkhiser sa·d Kolodny's <1tmaker who was involved in Annette's case, and the way UNH torneys opposed a request that
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
runs that's an awful lot of people. Kolodny grant ·the defense perLECTUim ON PARAPSYCHOLOGY BY DAVID VAN
We are entitled to this infor- mission to look at her records.
NUYS: Mondav, March 2ti. SenateJVlcrrimack H.oom.
'"fhev did not think it was a
mation."
Memorial Unicm at 8 p.m. Sponsored by the Pararelevant request,'· Purkhiser
Milli met said, "She ( Kolodny)
ps>-chology Club.
won't be denied information; said. "It went back and forth unALPHA ZETA <WFICERS Mi..:1..:TING: Wednesda>-·· .
there's nothing to prevent her · til on F'eb. 27 the court granted
March 21. Kendall 212. at 4 p.m.
from getting testimony at the the motion that the plaintiff
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Tuesdav. !\larch 20.
RELIGION
would have to consent.
trial."
Room 134. Memorial Union. at 7 p.m .
·
"We wrote to her attorney and
It is to the court's advantage to
J<'RIDAY NIGHT GATHERINGS WILL NOT BE HELD
on Fridav, March !:I, and on Fridav, March Hi.
allow for more depositions and asked for execution of the court's
The "noticc•s" section app(•ars in each issue of The Ne\\'
CHRISTiAN S( 'IENCI<.: OH.GANIZi\TION: TUl·sdav.
ruling. Right now we're waiting
pre-trial work, according to
!lamps.hire. Please submit information to the AdMarch 20. H.ockingham l{oom. Memorial Union. at· (i
for an answer."
Gertner.
ministration Office. Room :t~2. Memorial Unum.
p.m.
According to Purkhiser, the
She said it allows both sides in a
case to weed out potentially defense will then request Koloduseless testimony and helps the ny's files from the Universitv of
B.ritish Columbia, Yale Univertrial run faster.
"Whatever Dea1; Spitz has sity and the University of
Ca.lifornia at Berkley.
·
Kolodny - t.Qught at the three
THE GCCUP A TIONAL THERAPY
schools before coming to UNH.
Kolodnv came to UNH as an
DEPARTMENT
659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215
assistant· professor of English in
i~ now accepting applications
September
1974.
Her
discrimination grievances againNewmarket. N.H.
tor in tcrnzi I tra n~kr in to ~a 11 ·1979
st the University began in 1976
(.,uphomorc year ul the Occupc.ltiunal
when s he filed a complaint with
the New Hampshire Commission
Therapy mt1jur . Appl ic~1 tit in
of Human Rights (NHCHR)
turrn<-. <rnd ir1<-.lructiuns may be piLkecJ
charging the University with
discrimination on the basis of
up in the OT Dept. Ottiu:,1977 Ast re Wagon-4 cylinder automatic
.
sex.
1t cw i t t l 8 E A I i c.l pp Ii c. d t i u.n"' 111 u-., l
The commission found the
USED CARS 1977 Monza 2&2 Sport Coupe-4 cylinder a~tonwtJ
English Dept. •·to have a long
1975. Nova 2 Door-6 cylinder Auto. Low m rl<!llg<!
be submitted b ' Mc.m. h 22 . IQ70
history of non-advancement for
1974 Impala 2 Door Sport Coup<'-Auto. Power
female employees." In 1977, the
T<'m1;.i I Rmnlovment Oooortunity
'3 Pontiac Wagon
Commission supported those
.:J75 Chevy 112 Ton Pick-up 8foot fleetside "Bi, JO"
findings.
1970 Che.vy 314 Ton 4 Wheel Driv<' Pick-up
!.:.
Kolodny's original suit a~ainst
8 Foot Fisher Plow
the University filed in August
1977, after the completion of the
CHEVROLET MANAGEMENT CENTER
commissions' studies claimed
discrimination in areas concernWe Service What We Sell
ing hiring, salary and promotions
promotion. '
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet
Kolodnv was denied tenure in
,.........
June 1978 and in August her case
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA
was amended to include charges
- I
against the tenure procedure.
Kolodny said she never expected the case to drag on as long as
it has and "it's taking a serious
toll on me keeping up with my
work, and it's keeping me out of
the classroom which is where I
\vant to be."
But. Kolodnv added, she will
continue with· the case because
1001
Portsmouth 431-5<XX>
"it's not a legal issue. it's a moral
and ethical issue ...
Kolodnv said it she wins her
case it will benefit many women
on campus.
Purkhiser said sometimes
cases like Kolodny's seem to drag
on and on. and it may appear that
Friday and Saturday Night
attorneys on both sides are being
difficult.
March 9 & 10
··But.·· she said. ··people have
The Barbara London Quartet
got to remember that attorneys
hav~ a legal (1bligation to do
Next Thursday Night
e\'erything they can to look after
their clients. That means going
March 15
through . even process you can.
·1 he Janis RusselLQuartet
eH'n if it may seem like just a
minor objedion.
Next Friday & Saturday Night
"There's more than Kolodnv at
March16-1/
:--t<ike here ... Purkhiser said .. :It's '
, the s\·stem, and if the Universitv
Fleet Street
is to (,peratc as it has. it \\·ill have
;· ·
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concerned with the condition
radioactive materials and their
containers were in when thev
arrived at the Universitv.
·
"All isotopes arriving here are
passed through my office and
checked for leakage," Dot chin
said. "When I first took over this
post , we found it sometimes.
though on a small scale only .
"I got right back to the companies when we found a package
that showed evidence of leakage,
no matter how small, and I told
them we wouldn 't do business
with them if they didn't clean it
up . They diet " ·

Radiation
RADIATION,
continued from r:Jage 3
chin said,
was detectable
"above the background radiation
level , but nowhere near the
limit'' for exposure.
Dotchin said ~he student
received approximately 0.5 rems
of radiation. The limit is L25
rems per quarter, or 5 rems a
vear .
• A rem is the dosage of any
ionizing radiation that will cause
the same amount of damage to
human tissue as one reontgen of
X-ravs.
Other than that one incident,
Dotchin says UNH's record is
clear.
·
Origin::ll_ly , notrhin was more

u y .
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editorial
•
the face..,.___._ __
ID
A slap
The back door approach.
That's the track Vice President for Student Affairs Richard Stevens has taken in trying to hit
UNH students with a mandatory health fee . And
Stevens should be condemned for it.
More than a week ago, we've learned, Stevens
decided all students at UNH shoutd be hit for a $30
or $40 health fee--whether they get sick or not,
whether they go to Hood House or not.
The Idea m Itself IS bad enough. What makes It
worse is the approach Stevens has taken to push it
through behind the students' backs.
Stevens made no effort to make his plan public.
H,e didn't present it to the Student Caucus or to
any student group for consideration and co'mment. He just had Health Services Director Peter
Patterson include the money the mandatory fee
would raise in the Hood House budget. ·
Wham mo.
The issue came to light when Alice Moore, a
student member of the University's Health Services Committee, learned about it. And Moore
says the committee was told that there is nothing
they can do about the plan but to go along with it.

The health fee and the underhanded fashion in
which Stevens· is trying to implement it is more
than a slap in the face to that committee. It is a
, slap in the face to every student on campus.
It's clear why Stevens did all he could to slip the
mandatory fee through without letting students
know about it: The idea is· a preposterous.one.
If he suceeds, Stevens will force all students who
attend UNH to pay a tee specifically set aside for
services they may never need or use.

And to top it off, that fee will jump
astronomically from the $20 students nqw can pay
voluntarily.
The . reason for making the fee mandatory,
Stevens says, is simply because Hood House'
·doesn't have enough mo~ey to provide services.
So he's decided to hit up his only source of
unlimited funding: the students.
Without even asking us.
Making a student who will never go to Hood
House pay for its -services is a patently absurb
idea. If Hood House needs more money, it should

raise the voluntary fee and let students who want
it pay for it.
Stevens probably does not-like that idea because
he's afraid even fewer students will pay the fee.
. Only 4,300 did this year.
But, instead of cutting back on services the
students don't seem to want, Stevens and Hood
House have another idea: make 'em pay for it
rinyw:iy , whPthPr thPy W.:;\nt It or not , whether ..
they need it or not, a~d whether they'll use it or

not.
_In the kind of ploy that we've seen from him all
too often, Stevens has let this one fly just as spring
break begins. It's apparently his hope that by the
time the majority of UNH students return to campus, the sting will be complete.
We hope this won't be the case. The New
Hampshire urges all students to_get together on
this issue. Write Stevens at the Student Affairs Office, or call him at 862-2053. Let 'him know what a
bad idea the mandatory health fee is.
And while you've got him on the line, let him
know whdt you think of the back door approach.

letters----Grievance debate continues
To the' Editor
and President Eugene Mills :
Dear Gene : Your recent actions in
attempting to put the "Spitzgate"
behind us fill me with astonishment
and dismav. How can ''blackmail"
and "intimfdation" be acceptable "extraordinarv" measures for a dean to
take to insure a desired action? Are
yoy saying that because Allan Spitz
wished to see Mr. Bro~·n attain
promotion and tenure that he was
correct in usi11g any means to achieve
his end? Even in warfare the end is not
seen as justifying the means _
Beyond the question of means is the
question of standards . Allan Spitz
knows full - well that in quality
American colleges and universities
tenure is no longer granted in the
social sciences to people with merely a
Ph .D . and a meager_... publication
record (in this case two pieces that are
about to appear l. If the national standards have changed at all in the last
decade they have gone up rather than
down_ Graduate students in our depart-

ment's Ph. D. program are lea\'in~
here with several articles to their
credit and none of them can seriouslv
expect tenure at some institutioi1
without a book~ Since Allan Spitz
knows this, whv has he tried to force
the Political Science Department to
promote someone who its members
judged as not meeting basic national
standards? Wh~· has the College P & T
committee.given its approval to such a
weak candidate ? Perhaps the current
committee members · O\rn records are
an explanation . Surely you are not so
blind as not to know that the P & T
committee elections in the College of
Liberal Arts are about as valid as elecl!,ons in Amine 's Uganda or Somoza 's
Nicaragua.
.
A professor can easily hoodwink
students into thinking that he or she is
fantastic, after all it doesn't take a
Ph.D to be a good showman. What
students mav not easilv see are the
components of a ~cholarly reputation.
Which is why · one 's department
d~termines whether a person has met

the
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professional standards. To be
promoted to associate a social scientist should have to his or her record a
number of articles in juried journals.
often a book. and have received some
post-doctoral grants. And it is not a
question of numbers but of quality _
These. things tell a department that a
person is known and respe~te~ be:vo!ld
-the uni\'ersitv's walls. which 1s an indication that' his or her permanence
will bring honor and pres! ige to the
universit~ . The reputation of the
university is nothing more than the
sum of the individual reputations of its
facult\.
I cai1 not belie\'e that mediocrit\' institutionalized bv " extraordin<irv"
means is the leg<tcy that you wish· to
leave us from vour final davs at UNH .
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To the Editor :
Professor Lawrence Dingman·s letter to President Mills featured in Tli e
Ne1\· Ha111pshire of March 6 relative to
the latter's action in regard to the
Spitz case reminds me of the responses among many in the West _in
response to tlw famous Moscow purge
trials of the rn:m ·s. Here too, as in the
present case. the outward observance
of propt•r forms was meant to communicate an equal de\'olion to proper

them if the~.- run afoul of a group of
vindictive . determined individuals .
And then there might not be a president who will seek to redress the
sea les of just ice.
H<ins Heilbronner
Professor of History
To the Edi tor:
The release of th(• confidential
_report of the Professional Standards

content. Unfortunatelv, in both in-

Committee has revealed that

stances outside obs<-rvers were wrong,
grie\'CJttsly· so .
· The proceedings against Dean Spitz
an• analogous to a robber entering a
home , being surpris(•d and physically
assaulted by the owner, then bringing
a chargt• of assault and battery, and
having his charge tried in a court
which then totally ignon•s tht• events
that kd up to the p11ysical restraint
imposed upon tlw miscreant. It is not
difficult tlwn to arrin· at a verdict of
"guilt.,... when the grievants are
allo\\ecrto set the limits of the inquiry.
When some of those who know the
grie\ants and the Dean best , namely·
tht• members of the College of Liberal
Arts. which had been total!\' excluded
from tlw PS( "s inquir~-. · sought to
bring their information and concerns
before the Faculty Caucus. the' were
pn•\·ented by rul(ngs from tht: chairman of the Faculty Council from bein~
.1eard. In view of tht• fact that the
11embers of the Facult\' Council had
previously haq 'their opportunity to
:~in• t ht•i r resporn;es to the PSl' report
1
0 tlw president. the circle of guilt was
made complete, and. thP otlwr side efl<'cti\'el\' excluded.fr.om consideration .
'.\Jo d·oubt the professional Spitz
~ aters. who seem t<i be found largely·
r.utsidt• the Colleg(' of Liberal Arts.
. •. IHI opporwnts of administrators in
.:('neral han· hugdy enjoyed tlw
· cc(•nt spectacle . Thc>v as well as
lh<.·rs might p<'rhaps ponder ' the
; ossibilil\" that the same weapons
.1ight b(: sonwda~· turned against

grievance against Dean Spitz by four
members of the Political Scieflce
Department concerned his conduct
regarding the granting of tenure and
promotion to Warren Brown, a
professor in that department. Now
that attention is being focused not only
on the grievance itself, but also on
Professor Brown, I would like to
comment on my experience with him
as a teacher, since it is certainly a
professor's teaching which is most
pertinent in the question of tenure_
I was a student of Professor Brown's
in Introduction to Political Science in
the spring of 1977, and have rare!~·
been as impressed with anyone's
teaching as I was with his_ His class
presentations
were
incisive,
provocative, and not only his mastery
of the material and abilitv to convev
his knowledge, but also his profound
concern for his students and his
devotion to education . Professor
Brown is certainly an exceedingly
valuable member of the Universitv
communitv.
·
President Mills, in his letter which
was published in the month 's Campus
Journal, refers to the unanimous
negative recommendation of the
Political Science Department concerning Professor Brown's promotidn and
receiving tenure . Having been so impressed with Professor Brown, I was
very surprised that the department
could have reached such a decision,
but I was very glad to learn that it had .
been unanimously overturned by the

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
-- prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
,
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in
·order to be printed. All letters are subject t0 minor editing. Final decisron
on letters are the editor's .
Mail letters to: The Edit9r. The New Hampshire Room 151 , Memorial
Union Building. Lt.NH, Durham . N,H . 03824 .
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promotion and tenure panel of the
the grievance by the Professional
College of Liberal Arts and bv the Standards Committee, and some critiDean of the Graduate Schooi, the cizing the behavior of the grievants.
Associate Dean of the College of
On that side of the debate. Tuesdav·s
Liberal Arts, and the Acting Assistant
Th<' Nell' Hampshire was silent. There
Vice-President for Academi_c Affairs. _ was not a word. for exampl~. mentionWhat did not surprise me was that the
ing the remarks of Professors Heilneoailve· decision concerning an ex- bronner, Rutman, Nevin, Simpson,
cefient teacher as Professor Brown
and Smith, among others.
was judged by those who overrode ii,
Besides debating the grievance matas well as President Mills, to have
ter in- a limited wav. the Facultv
been the result of "an anomalous
Caucus took a vote on ii. This was not
process of evaluation."
vote to "reject" President Mills's acI would like to express once again
tion, as called for in the grievants'
my gratitude as a student that
mimeographed statement circulated
Professor Brown's being granted
earlier in the dav <which unaccounttenure and promotion is still open and
ablv formed the ·lead. and hence the
to add my wish that they will be granhe<idline of vour storv >, but rather a
ted to him so that the Universitv of
vote to establish a con1mittee to studv
New Hampshire may continue to enjoy
the grievance process. This was the
his superlative teaching.
main substance of Jhe meeting. and
hence the onlv hard news...of the dav .
Bruce Pritchard
Your reporters buried it in the midd.le
of a sentence in the fourth paragraph
To the Editor:
from the end of their long story.
I can understand and perhaps even
Even worse is- the implied interprl'excuse vour one-sided coverage of the
tat ion of that vote, caused by juxtaSpftz grievance casl' during ~he mont_l}s
posing a very brief report of it with a
before vour issue of March 6. Editors
two-paragraph quota I ion from Profesand reporters, after all, are always
sor Schreiber's criticism of President
grateful to a source of good copy .
l\lills. This makes it appear that the
But Tuesdav, for the first time, vour
reporters had the ~pportunity to _ voll' to stud~· the grievance procedurl'
was primarily a response fo the Presiproduce something like a balanced acdent ·s rejection of 01w of the n•corncount.
mendations of the Professional StanThev blew it. The result was the
d. 1rds Comittee, and that the vote
worst ·piece ol distortion yet.
The Monday afternoon meeting of snouw therefore t>e 111terpreted as an
attack, however mild, on the
the Faculty Caucus provided- for the
President.
first time since the campus learned of
this husines~ almost five months ago
l\.luch mor<' important in interthe chance for a public exchange on
preting the significance of the vote is
the matter.
th<' fact that Professor Romoser, one
Though the discussion was surroundof the grievants. spoke against the
ed by constraints imposed by the
motion on the ground that he belie\·ed
Chairman ol the Caucus, an exchange
the Professional Standards Commitlee
of vie\\'S ne\'ertheless took place after
had handled the griernnce well, and
the Facultv Council and Professional
that ~he minority who voted against
Standards ·committee had presented
tlw motion included all the mernbers
brief reports .
of the Professional Standards ComSome of the facult v members who
mittee. Professor J{omos<'r 1 the other
participated were sympathetic with
three gricvants do not ha\'e a \'Ole in
the position of th(' Faculty Council nnd
the Caucus>. and at lt>ast four memthe Professional Standards Commitlwrs of the Vacult~· Council.
tee. and critical of President Mills's
For anyonl' who had to n·I~· upon
stand on this matter. The eomment ·of
vour account on TuesdaY-of the most
two of those speakers. Professors
i·ecent cle\·<'lop111c•nts in 'this stor~· his
Bobick and Schreiber. were quoted in
kno\\'kd~c· and urnfl>rstanding of this
Tuesday·s 'fhe Ne 11· Humpshirc>.
aln•ach· difficult cast> \\·as retarded
J{oughly a11 equal number of facult~·
rather.than ach-.1nc£•d. This \\"as a plain
members. on the other hand. spoke
\'ery diffen·ntl~ --some in outright sup- had piecl' of journalisrn .
Charles K Clark
port of President l\Jills·s action. some
Professor of I list or~·
!·aising quest ions about the conduct of

a

To the Editor:
I am a member of the Faculty Council, but I write this letter as an individual facultv member. The members of the PSC have worked long and
hard with great sacrifice to their
professional and personal needs. They
have worked with integrity and
dedication, seeking to uphold the
dignity of the .faculty. Four members
of the Professional Standards Commit tee and four members of the
Faculty Council disagree with the
decision of one man, the President of
the University--based upon the same
evidence. Is the judgment of one administrator worth more than the
judgments of eight faculty members?
l<,rederick Samuels
Associate Professor,
. •••••••••••••••• Sociology
To the Editor:
Several of the letters about the Dean
Spitz affair reminded me how little
some issues have changed. For
curiosity,, I dug out an old stack of
notices that all facultv members
received
during
the· collective
bargaining campaign in mid J977. The
goals of the AAUP were to ''insure
that:
·
1. Faculty compensation receives
the highest possible priority.
2 The rights of individual faculty
members are safeguarded by a
genuine grievance procedure.
-3. Academic freedom and tenure
will be protected."
The specific goal for a grievance
procedure stated:
"We are committed to the
establishment
of
a
grievance
procedure which provides for the
resolution of a grievance dispute by
binding outside arbitration by the
American Arbitration Association for
cases that cannot be resolved in anv
other way. Such a procedure is conventional in universitv collective
bargaining contracts., is allowed by
N.H. law, and is absolutely necessary

and an administrator must be decided
by someone who is completely independent of the faculty and· the administration if this decision is to have
any hope of being acceptable to both
parties.
.Richard L. Kaufmann
Dept. of Physics

Sh~tgun

To the Editor:
Joel Brown's column "Jimmy's got
to go'' (Feb. 6) was, despite the verbal
shotgun approach (a la William Loeb),
wav off the mark. Brown followed a
cla.ssic pattern: misidentify a
problem, substantiate it with misinformation, and offer no solution. If I
can correct a few porn ts Brown made
it mav help his aim in the future.
l<,irst of all, oil supplies from Iran
have not so much to do wnh acceptmg
a Palestinian state as thev do with
being willing to pay a higher price per
barrel of oil. Ask Japan.
~ecopd, the U.S. has not "played the
fool in everv international crisis of the
past year . .,·If by "the China situation"
Brown means our normalizing
relations with China, then I must point
out to Brown that it is not a crisis (except_ in certain people's minds). If, on
the other hand, he is referring to
China's invasion of Vietnam, which is
·a crisis, then I must point out that our
only involvement amounted to telling
China to get out of Vietnam, which
they are now doing. As for the Middle
East negotiations, they certainly do
not constitute an international crisis.
If Brown thinks we supported the
for a workable grievance procedure.··
Shah to the bitter .end, let him show
At the time these statements were
proof. The Shah never saw any.
written, UNH faculty compensation
Most of our energy supplies come
had fallen from first to fifth among the
from domestic sources, not from other
six New England state universities.
nations, Mr. Brown.
The latest fi~ures I've seen show we're
in short, Browwdoesn't know what
still fifth. The letters I just read
he's writing about, -and, therefore,
suggest that we .Still lack a workable ' shouldn't write. What the people
grievance procedure to resolve
should do in 1980 and what Brown
disagreements regarding academic
should do now is become informed on
Jreedom and tenure. The final appeal
the issues.
in a dispull' between faculty members
Rob McCormack

Rebuttal
To the Editor:
This is meant as a rebuttal to the
March 6 editorial on the proposed fire
station.·
The Student Caucus has received
presentations from both the Fire
Department and Alan Prince, University Vice President to Budget and Administration. It is very apparent that a
new fire station needs to be built and
re-located. The present fire station is
in a very cramped location. Conditions
are tight and some trucks must be
'parked in Lee. For the safety of the
UNH and Durham community, it
should be moved.
The motion recently passed · by the
Board of Trustees states that the
problem of lost student parking
spaces will be completely resolved
before -construction begins. It is in
writing. Student Government publicly
holds the Board of Trustees to its word
on this matter. That means the space
loss must be given top priority.
Despite what you maintain, we have
been told where the spaces will be
moved to. They will replace the lost
spaces from B Lot by restructuring F
Lot <near Spaulding and Kendall).
Also, thev will reline B Lot and extend
the pavement t-0 allow for more efficient allocation of spaces and addition of spaces.
In the future, we urge the editor to
receive the complete story before he
writes .
Doug Cox
Student Body President

Have a·good
spring break
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Halloween spawns a
money-making ghoul

The Hollow Reed.
Tragedians:

Michael anyway? Unlike a film
such as Psycho. Hallow_een
doctor, a heroic and dedicated.
man (with a German accent, of
course) who wants to stop
Michael before he causes a
does
not
delve
into
the
By Barbara Malone
psychology of Michael's perThis subject has unlimited
You've come to expect it and
sonality. The pseudo-frightening we wouldn't want to disappoint potential for the sort of dry witty
scene in which an unearthed
you, so here it comes again, treatment a George Carlin or a
gravestone is placed in bed another scathing review from Robin Williams would give it; but,
in thp h::inn,;;: of thP comicaJJv
behind the mu-rdered Annie is not
Tho Now Har>'lpohiro.
_ as macabre as it is sillv.
The Hollow Reed Tragedians, inept tragedians, punned lines
If you can ignore 'the B-film . who performed in the MUB and humorous cliches sunk like
devices, Halloween 1s a watch- Tuesday night, consist of two cinderblocks.
"Halloween" are predictable.
able film. But don't expect much people: Thomas Ukinski and
Their first example of a cliche
Donald Pleasno is the killer's
of an ending. The producers really Cvnthia Christian. Thev certainlv taken literallv was acfed out bv
bloodbath.
There
is
the
pan out and pave the way for a Jived up to their name as they Cynthia Chris'tian, who portrayed
ohligatory cynical sheriff and
sequel. Halloween is grossing big delivered a performance that a housewife gabbing with a friend
there are Nancv Loomis and P .J.
Soles as Annie and Lvnda, two
nationally, and if a tired old was indeed hollow and reedy, and on the phone. Cynthia said to the
teenagers
who
fluff-brained
shark can sa~rifice quality for laughable in only one sense of the friend, "My next door neighbor
Madge gives me the creeps."
smoke pot and jump into bed
bucks, so can another monev- word.
making ghoul.
·
everytime their parents turn
The tragedians relied on a With that cue, Ukinski walked inaround.
Along
with
their
stand up skit format similar to to the set displaying moronic
boyfriends, they are fodder for
the one made famous bv the "Not behavior, subtly indicating that
the killer.
Ready
l1"'or
Prime
Time he was one of the creeps Madge
"Halloween" is not a bad film,
Players," using a minimum of kept giving Cynthia.
Or take the one about the guy
onlv a conventional one. It makes
props and stage effects. The only
use of every over-used suspense
scenery was three black panels who says to his girl friend, "I had
device possible: cut phone lines,
used as a back drop for costume to break my neck to get here,"
another
comic
gem.
This
locked doors, a deserted ram~hang es.
shackle house, a killer that acThe hour-long show lacked the reviewer, however, was hardly
tually leaps out of a closet. These
fast -paced speed and shrewd sense beside herself with laughter.
Fortunately one sKit was truly
conventions are occasionallv efof timing necessary to make the
funnv. Ukinski and Christian did
humor work.
fecfrve fo "Halloween," ·but
director Campbell uses them like·
The two performers poked fun their.impression of a broken film.
disposable paper cups.
at a variety of subjects which They played a love scene as one
There are a few good scares in
ranged from television to the might see it in a movie, but they
"Halloween". In the best sequenweaknesses found in the English slowed down their lines so their
ces, Campbell's camera has a
language; unfortunately none of speech was garbled and then sniffway of including the killer in the
the approaches they used were ed to rapid fire lingo, just as a
broken film would slow down and
shot, but keeping him invisible
particularly funny or adroit.
until he moves. Most of the scare
Instead,
old
jokes
and speed up erratically.
Also worth mentioning is Cvnscenes are predictable; the
reworked themes seemed to be
audience just knows .that Michael
relied on rather heavilv for th1a Christian's singing talent
which she displayed during a few ·
is hiding in the backseat of Anlaughs.
·
nie's car. When he grabs her it is
For instance, they performed a s01:igs. ~he has a lovely strong·
more satisfying than terrifying.
skit abovt the cliches in the voice of the broadwav-show sort·.
More than anything else, the
English language. which if taken unfortunately, the team did not
single-mindedness of the movie
literallv, are rather absurd and see fit to showcase her talentst
much during the hour.
sabotages its effect. Who is
funny.·

Hollow, Reedy

By Marilyn Davis
A baby-sitter,
a
creepy
subhuman killer and a Halloween
night sound like the basis for a
good old-fashioned spook story.
but John Carpenter's Halloween
fails to deliver the nail-biting
horror that it promises. Instead it
dishes up an utterly conventional
film that frightens only momentarilv.
Th·e plot is basic. Michael, an
innocent-looking tyke of five,
murders his babvsitter with a
kitchen knife one Halloween
night. Fifteen years later this
deranged killer escapes from the
asvlum in which he has been
locked awav and returns to Haddonfield, uiinois for an orgy of
destruction. The audience waits
for the orgy of destruction, but all
they get is a crisply-shot movie
that uses its scare tactics
sparingly.
Jamie Lee Curtis plays Laurie,
the beleagured babysitter who
knows that Something's Up. She
is suspicious from the word go.
She walks into dark rooms
without turning on the light. She
is brave and virtuous and has the
cutest little scream. Curtis is the
perfect horror movie heroine-even a subhuman killer has no
chance against a stheotype .
All
the
characters
in

•SAMPLER•··--------=:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Stockings an old Hollywood nwsical at 10 µm,

Tuesday, March 13
Tlze first locally produced p.rogrw11. other tlwn
UNH Wildcat Hockey, to receive corporate f1111ding is Hobby Horses and Rocking . Chairs
µroduced by 1977 UNH graduate Toni Raiten .
Tlze 011e-hour dra111atic special µre111ieres on clza1111el 11 at 8 p111. Raiten calls it a "collection of
1.. 1 igncttes ... " Poetry and µrose by Oicki11so11 m1h
Bums, a11d songs from Peter Pan and Jacques Brei
is Alive and Well and living in Paris. The piece
was adaµtL'd for TV for Raitc11 fro111 tl1c show sl1c
co-wrote with Marya1111 Plunkett . as a senior
project for tl1c UNH Tl1catc11t111d Ccm11111111icatio11s
. Oepa;t111c11t. It is a11 i11 depth sztri.'L'Y of age groups
.l1y two UNH al1111111i.

Wednesday, March 14

Tlze Stone Church lzas tlzc Jolin Wardu>cll Blues
Band again.

Clza11nell 11 lws Romeo and Juliet, ihe ill-fated
lm>crs, as the third in the series of Shakespeare
plays 011 the air; 8 p111.

Sunday, March U
Teddy Wilson at tlze Stone Clwrc/1. The Ch11rc/1
calls Wilson "on£> of the leading jazz pianists oj
the past 4 decades. ·· An origi1wl 111e111bcr of th~,
Be1111y Goodman Quartet, and a collaborator with
Billie Holiday and Louis Am1strong, Wilsnn
µrefers s111all groups. Will appear with Tcddv /1.
011 bass and Stc1.. 1e 011 dru111s . 7 p111. 53.50.
'
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Bill Morrissey agllill at the Churc/1.

Friday, March 16

"Come up to my Place. " Me111orable dance scenes
with sorne of tlie screen 's greatest dancers :
Charisse. Kelly and Moreno , Clwmzel 11 , 9: 15p111.

At 1 pm, the Market Square Studio will sµonsor
a workshop 011 the Burdick 1110ve111e11t. ll
tech11ique used in muse/£' relaxation. Good exercises for dancers and vocalists; builds sta111i11a.
The11 at 3 pm, an e.A.ploratio11 of period da11ce.
Reservations £1r£' 11eed£'d. Call the Market Sqzwre
Studio in Portsmouth at 436-6660.

•

Thursday, March 15

Ge11e Kelly in lzis musical classic Singin' in the
Rain. Everything from "Neiu York-. New Yor1' " to

Saturday, March IO

C~~. is featuring the "Three First Ladies of
M11s1c Pearl Bailey, Ella Fit:gernld and Sara/ 1
Va11gllll with their roots in the jazz. em. It is actually a triln1te to Pearl Bailey. c11titilcd. Third
Annual Draft All-Star Salute--Pearl Bailey fro111
10-11 17111. Tl1e tl1rcc (rppear m1tf it1i11 1. oiccs i11 a11
1111prcccdc11ted trior
~ tJ \
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Neu>11lllrket.

Monday, March 12

The Stone Clzurc/1 has t/1e Jolm Wardwell Blues
Band, a five-111an band ioit/1 their te11terl10oks in
Chicago's East Side, and some folksy blues rooted
in the Mississippi Delta. Muddy Waters. a11d Buddy Guy & Jr. Wells have ja111111ed with this blues
ba11d.

•

011

Clza1111el 11.

For those of you who arc strn11ded in Ourlum1
hcforc that flight to Bermuda, the Fra11klin is
sliowi11g the old Woody Allen fLH 1 orite, Play it
Again S 1m; 6:30 mid 8:30 pm. Tlzc Franklin will
be closet, for vacatio11.

t

Bill Morrissey aµµears at the Stone Clwrclz

Fred Astaire and Cyd tlwrisse star i11 Silk

Friday, March 9

1

Jazz. is i11 the air with Cha1111el 11 's Big Band
Bash at 1:30 p.m. Woody Herman , Count Basie
and Maynard Ferguson. At 4:30 µm. Ray Charles
jams at Mo11trezu, "the" Swiss festiual.
Tasty Licks at the Stone Church with mandolin
banjo, bass, and a soprano fro111 Nashville.
,

Saturday, March 17
Whole Wheat a11d Orii.1eway Wilson at the
S-to11e Church in New11wrkct.

Sunday, March 18
Good 11wmi11g! A11 allnighter 011 Clw1111cl l l.
Tlie original Monty Python and the Holy Grail,
the 1975 nm1edy 1.1crsio11 of the fa111011s flying circus 011 Su11dl1y . 1 :45 £1111. Then £lt 3:30 £1111, Three
Men in a Boat u>itl1 three Monty Pytho11 111c11 £1/ld
at 4: 50 a. 111., Laurel and Hardy ·bests: -The Music
Box; Blockheads at 5:30 a.111 .. and Way Out West,
b:.JO w11.
Tl1c Stnru 1 l1_ery Banke Clw111'1cr Music Fcsti1. nl
Sponsors . Do' A the ( R.imdy A n11stnmg a11d Ken
LaRocl1eJ draw 011 111usicl1l tradito11s frt)/// an11111d
tlze world. Oi::y Gillespie has called tl1cir 111111s11al style "higlily i11110i.'£lfh 1e. ., The,11 (11.1e11 tl1c Spri11g
Festi-.. al at 3 p.111. at tl1c U11itmim1-U11ii. crsidist Cl111rch
i11 Ports111011tl1. Ad111issiP11 is 53.
1
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Theater _is
no Security
Blanket
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George Harrison is
still a ·Dark Horse
By Joel Brown
Ah. The plight of the ex-Beatle.
George Harrison--is disappointingly familiar and half-hearted.

tingly familiar and half-hearted.

Michael Turn:r, a vett·r~n of UNH theater pro~uct~~ns. _is
migrating to Disney World. On the h•ft, he grins '!!
"/\ Funny Thing Happened on the. Way to .the ..F<?ru!n, ..
and on the right, he plays mus1l' man m P1ppm.
A would-be dishwasher?
By Ellen Kunes

claims that "onlv a small perUNH Theatre major Mike Tur- centage ever make it in the proner has dreams of becoming a fessional commercial theatre.
well-known actor in the profes- Others go on to work in adminisional theatre. But when he grad- stration or local theatres. They
uates in Mav, he'll be heading to usuallv tie into theatre one way
Florida ·s Di'sney World, where a or another. It's very diverse. ' '
management job in the enterHe said that as far as he knows ,
tci i nm e nt di vision is awaitin ~ all UNH theatre graduates are
him .
either attending graduate school
Does this sound like a far cry or are working in some capacity
from Broadway ? Perhaps. But
in the theatre .
the UNH Thea tre Department
"To succeed, one must have
works hard to instill in its stu- wide background," explains Bat dents the idea that jobs in the cheller . " Aside from acting , we
theatre arts are not found solely offer courses in directing, design ,
on the New York stage .
costuming, children' s theatre ,
In fact , Dr. Joseph Batcheller and arts and theatre managev,:arns students in everv intro- ment. "
ductorv theatre class he teaches ,
Batcheller is careful, howevc_;r,
that New York job~ are very not to discourage prospl et ive
scarce.
actors from trying to hit il big in
"Equity (the st age actors theatre. TV or cinema. He cites
union l doesn't guar~ntee you a UNH success stories such as
job of any kind," he said. He James Broderick. the veteran
can dampen even the most am- actor who plays the father in TVs ·
bitious spirit by announcin6 such "Familv ' ' and Leon Stevens,
grim figures as "of over 18,000 who·appeared in the Bicentennial
union members, 600 to.700 will get series in Educational TV.
parts each year for the New York
"It takes a long time to carry
legitimate theatre."
these careers to fruition," he
This, oT course, includes those
said. "It's a business of getting .
shows that my bomb, and last all
into the news, being in demand
of two ni~hts.
in dollars and cents. On the averWhat are the alternatives'!
age, it takes upwards of ten years
Batcheller insists that here at
after students get out of school.
UNH, students are educated in
to begin to work steadily.··
manv facets of the theatre busiIn the meantime. hungry
ness: so their chances of landin6
actors will work at an extra job
a fulfilling career in theatre will
in order to live while pursuing an
be better.
/!
acting career.
"Theatre is a very competitive
"One fellow I know worked as a
i
profession," he said. "But there doorman, .. said Batcheller. "In
are so many different things you the mornings. _he would go to
can do in il ."
·
agencies and auditions dresst·d
Turner. a vdcran of such UNH in his uniform."
productions as "Pippin," "The
Batcheller emphasized t hP
Matchmaker," "A F'unny Thing
other alternatives, howevn.
Happened on the Way to the
"There an• wonderful opportunil<~orum," and this semester's
i ies in <.:.hildren 's theatre and in
"Mvsterv Plav " admits that he
art education such as drama in
would like to fr~ to break into the the classroom. We abo provide
much sought-~1fter Nev.· York outl(•ts for our better Pf.'ople
stage scene: but, he believes that through our Caravan trucks.
opportunities don't begin or end which tour throughout the counon Broadwa\.
try. bringin6 theatre to the hin"I plan t<) go on to do theatre terlands ...
"We also need people to handle
work in Nt•w-York, Los Angeles or
Las Ve~as--where I'm from--but
the business and financial as rnu have to be ambitious to even peels. \\'hether it is for small
i rv it. And chances are good if ~roups or museums, .. he added.
\'C)u ,,·ork hard at it. I can make
Most importantly. Batcheller
It \rnrk ...
believes that as an art form.
Five poetry re;1dings are
He adds. "But I don't ha\'(' to stabilit\· in the theatre is diffi- scheduled at Clarence's Chowder
act. I could l>C' a sta~l' manager. cult to <ichiev(' .
House at 111 Market St.. PortsI likl' thcatrl' so much. I'd do
"Do vou want st·curity?" he
mouth, beginning on March 15.
an., ·t hi11~~ to hP ill the profl•ssio11...
bc_·llmn:d . "Don ·1 go into-the art_s. Thev . will be held Thursdav
Tom Scharff. who t<'aCh<'S
Disll\raslwrs an· aJv,:avs Ill evenings, at 7::rn pm.
.
courses in Arts Administration demand. I h<'ar thl' turnovi~r rat('
Elizabeth Knies, Portsmouth
and ' U1t ~<LIJ · , __ i.\l< ll<l;.!t:lll.!.'111 ,_ __ 1~ ..n·.r~ bi.;.!)L :..:_ ________________ l:..e!:;Ldrn1 llnd-ew.tbor. o[ ·-·The ..'\;..e4 · 1

1. :

.
\

\
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Past glories echo faintly in some
of · the grooves, but there is no
spark to it.
Harrison's heart is in the right
place; universal love is still his
central theme. While Stevie
Wonder can make compelling
music of divine philosophy,
Harrison's songs are tepid and
unconvincing .
Listen to 'Love Comes to
Everyone' on the new album, or
'If You Believe,' with lines like
"Wake up to the love/that flows
on around you ... Everything is
possible/if you believe." Then
listen to his passionate, risky performance in 'Bangladesh' on the
concert album of that name. The
difference is painfully obvious.
Nostalgia for the good old days
of John, Paul, George, and Ringo
should not color judgments of
their output in 1979. But listening
to George Harrison from a rock
and roll perspective, - those
cvnical nitwits, The Ramones ,
and "GABBA GABBA HEY! "
are much more effective than
George Harrison.
Part of the problem with this
album is the sound. Harrison has
been playing the same chords
and the same lead riffs on the
same guitars si_nce All Things
Must Pass, back · in '72. To
borrow from the heavv metal
realm, his song remains the
same . There is nothing new, no
risk on George Harrisorr. And .
risk is what rock and roll is all about.
But the album is not a total
write-off. Better to listen to
George any day than sell-out McCartney. And there are good
songs here.
'Not Guilty,' the second song on
side one, is a departure into sarcasm, rather like his 'Sue Me,
Sue You, Blues.' It is_a pretty
heavy knock on the Me Decade,
with -such digs as/ "I'm really
sorry that you're underfed/but
I'm not guilty." It has its low
points, but there's an artistic
challenge in it that's closer to
new wave than Hare · Krishna
.chanting.
'Soft-Hearted Hannah' is damn
jaunty, a party tune of sorts. "My
legs seemed like . high-rise
buildings." 'F'aster,' which opens
side two, has a strong intro, good
guitar lines as if played by
someone else, and a neat lyric.
'Your Love is Forever' would be
great for the Asbury Jukes.
No one can knock Harrison for
his religious beliefs. But there is
verv little rock and roll on this
album--it 'snot even lively enough
to be called mellow.

Poetry Readings in Portsmouth
Year & Other Poems," will .o pen
the readings on March 15'.
Other readers in~-lud~ Jane
Kenvon on Marttf" .· 29, Jean
Pedfick on April '20-, ana LarKTn
Warren and Willa Schneb,';r~ on
May 10 Kenyon published .I< r?m
l{<)()m to H.oom" in 1978. Pednck
-ha.s- wrWea "Wolf Moon" and

"Pride & Splendor" and the
"Gaudv Book." Warren and
Schneberg
co-wrote
"Old
Sheets/-Box Poems'· soon to be
published.
Readings will be held on Thursday at 7: 30 pm. A $1 donation
will be requested.
(;a~l-431--1'760:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
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Battered

Doonesbury
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by Garry Trudeau
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BATIERED WIVES,
·continued from page 2
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collegiate crossword
10

11 . 12

13
ACROSS

16
19

1

6
10

14
15
16

17
19
20
21

22
24
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27

28
32
34
35

36
37
38

54

39
40
-"' 41
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42

44
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45 Calendar term
46 Molecular structure
49 Knight of King
Arthur
52 Apiece
53 party
54 Opera highlight
55 Involving strife
58 Fl anders
59 Castle
60 Hanging item
61 Sheep
62 of Liberty
63 One beyond help

11
12
13
18

Singers of a
certain range
23
Sports officials
Gore
25
"Best Picture" of
1955
26
Inkling
28
Melody
29
Like some diction30
aries
31
Hautboy
32
Washington VIP
33
(abbr.)
34
"Picnic" playwright
DOWN
37
Emulate Edison
38
1 Entertain
Gist
40
2 Establishment foi
Part of f.o.b.
41
Dick Weber
Seaweed
43
3 Did business
Intersection
44
English philosopher 4 Type of gambling
46
(abbr.)
Belgian treaty city
5 Device to inject , 47
Extinct bird
48
fluids '
Picnic pests
49
6 Part of a hill
Injunctions
7 Advantage
Name for a dog
50
8 simple
Break the 51
9 Heavy pressing
Lines of stitching
52
's perfect
devices
56
10 Items for James
Open formal l y
57
Beard
Courts

Slangy TV
Ever!s partner
Sugar source
Quechuan Indian
Woodstock's home,
in "Peanuts"
Fraternal org~ni za ti on
Guitar parts
Ring
Unjust burden
"High "
Paid admission
Like eggs
As soon as
Fireplace item
Endures
Chimney substance
Shoo
Love, in tennis
Perfect models
City in Texas
_Birds or adventures
Provide perfume
Anxious
That which is
hunted
In a line
Irritate
Black (poet.)
Pasture sound
Card game

Located on the Lee
Traffic Circle

SCHOOL

IN AUµ.
Pay On Acceptance Only
-W.H.O. RecognizedFor application & information write

PROVEN J\'1.EDICAL .
TUDENT PLACEMEN
SERVICE:
1.GO LaSalle St.
New York, N.Y. 10027
or call
(212)865-4949
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Ravine
RAVINE
continued from page 3

problems.
Students volunteered to terminate one shortcut. Signs were
erected and leaf mulch spread
over the path. "The signs disappeared in a few days. More signs
were put up. They too vanished,"
said Sundquist.
Pollution represents an ad ditional threat to the area, he
said .
Salt used in de-icing is now the
most serious pollution problem
affecting the ravine he said. "Six
trees were lost this winter due to

Air pollution from the heating
plant poses a threat "but," said
Sundquist, "there's no definite
data to sav that's the case.''
To solve the ravine's problems
the ground maintenance department needs monev.
"The grant doesn't go very far ·
but it's enough to take care of the
one area ,-" said Sundquist.
He said a more likelv source of
· monev is from alumni .·
Milis said he will include ravine
awareness in his report to alumni
next week .
"We realize specific actions
must take place in the ravine
area,,. said Mills.
'Specific actions' include
studying the area, building an
educational program. rerouting
walkways, and raising money.
"The long range plan is to build
into the capital budget money

:salt kill. We trv to limit the :salt

that

used. "

rerouting walkwavs, ' 'said Mills.

·

·

could

be

dlhH.:dtell

Central Ave
Dover, NH
742-8292

Open daily 4 pm til legal closing

Disco

Sun; Tues
Dance to the sounds of Dancing Machine
Featuring: Joe Caliro One of
the Top

tu

: SPRING & SUMMERJOBS #.
:

~

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

*

--at the--

TAMARA CK RESTAURANT

Wed-Sat Mar 7-10 Bob Wyre Band (Rock)
14-17 Night Fever (Top 40 Disco)
21-24 Club Soda (Rock)
28-31 Club Soda (Rock)

#

:

Weirs Beach, N.H.

#

~

Contact: Stephen Fernald
Star Rt. 62 Box 47
Center Harbor, N.H. 03226 253-7740

*
*

*
*

the Ea5t Coast

#
#

Part Time and Full Time
Positions Available

~

DJ' 5 in

Tues - NO COVER CHARGE
Disco Lessons available Sundays 2-7

*******************************~

*

PAGE THIRTEEN

~

Wednesday - Ladies N.ite·
Wed-Thurs -No Cover Charge

~******************************•

---classified ads.--services
Pl.\:\O LESSO:\S-1\kmlw r :\<31'T-Tra111ecl
a t i\IOZAHTEL"l\I in Salt.bur;.\. Austria. :30
1

~.~a r~,,~·~N~:::;[~~~· ~~i:~~l:I:.~ '. ::rc\>o~~;:;s~u:-~::

(;erman~ . All J(•s,.;cms at
:'i!ll !!. :11:10

l\\O

pianos. f(•I. 7·l2-

("0.\T\("T LE:\S \\E .\HEHS : Sa\"e mone\
011 your brand nai11 e hard or soft lcns. ;;upplies . Send for frl't' illustrated catalo~ . t'ontad Lens Supply Ce nter . :Ht K Cam e lliack.
Ph()(.'fllX. Arizona 8:'illl2. :1 2:1
.\STIWLO(;y .. J\atal charts clone in the Circadian
Analv;;is svslt•m . Satisfaction
" Uarantt•ed <ir no ehar·•e. T\\ enl\·-five
aollars . For informal ion ca11 Bradil'' 2-131!!
or 81i8-!l678 and lea \"e message . :3/:lO ·
.\l>\".\ .\ ("EI> OPE:\ \\".\TEH S<. .-UU CL.\SS
to start l\lar . Call 61i4-7691 for details . Leads
to Vi\'t'maslpr Certiricat1011'. Ask for MarkKeep Tr~· ing. :l/ !l

·h11•

Onupalional Tht•rap~ 1>1·11art111( 1l( is

llt•lp \\"anlt•cl : St or(' clerk and clock allen clanls . Full time and part time . lmjuire at
Great Ba' Marine . Fox Poin
Hd .
N e\\"in~ton :inti
!;!10-.t \ll"ilt•r/Edilor 1w1•1lc-d lo assist in the
completion of manuscript to I)(' published
latt: tall. StylP is important. pn•ll'J" 1-:n~lish
:::~/%· ~1~1~ 1 ~~>io~~·c~·~~ary . If 111l<·n·stcd con -

1

41

Thi' OtTllpational Thrr·ap\ llt'part1111•11l 1s
110\\" m-cepting applications· ror internal transl Pr into Fa II l!li!) ;;oohomore year of the Oc..
cupa\ional Th('rap~· major . Application forms
and 111structio11s may lw p1ck('d up 111 tlw
cupat1011al Therapy major. i\pplicat1011 forms
and 111structwns may he• J;>ICKl'd up in the
OT V(•pt. office. llP\\"itt ll!\I••. All applications
must IH' su~111tted hy !\larch l2 . 1!17!1. :l/ !l

For Salr: 1!17:l MGB Rost r. $1500 or Best offer . Call after four 65\J-285:1or7-l!l-3\177. 4/:l

know where vou live. You can replv thru
Philbrook Box 4281. --A Christian Brother.

t!li:! TO\ ata ("orona :\lark 11-4 speecf. new .
exhaust" s\·stcm. tires. and batlerv . Some ~
rust . Llought ne\\ car. must sell. $500. Call ·
l{avna 4:lt-:)l;):l ext :l;JO davs . 749-41i42
('\"l;11111gs. 4/ li
·

LETTl'CE for sall':-Why pay 89¢ a head
when vou can get it for 50¢? For more informa!ion call 868-5150 after 6 pm. This is no
gimmick! 3/ 9

l!li I :\loto <;1117.i Eldorado 850ccVT\\·in \\7
Drive shall. Wixom Fairing & Bags. New
Dun;;talls & Contint'nlal;; Excellent tourmg
machine . $1600. k-207-:184-2800. 3/!)

110:\EY Sl'(;AH CL'TIE HABY. have fun
and get tanned down south! Hygienic kisses
signed the bubblegum kid from Marlboro
Country. 3/ 9

!!Iii Triumph 650 nt•\\ sprickd tire. paint:lcirks . etc . 12.tioo miles. mam· extras . A
fantastic hikt'. Mechanic O\\lll'cl . ))esµ('ral('
lor mom•\ . 111u~t S(' ll $8'i0 or B .I 1. :l / !I

:\anc~ & Martha ~ W
e arelooking forward
to vour arrival at Marco Island. This summer promises tennis , dancing , cocktail
parties . plenty of romantic evening;; . Love,
your fch1fasy men, Chris & Wes. 3/9

FOH S \l.E : 1!17:1 FOi{)) F · l."iO rant(er xii

sup(•r cab v. / fi11('ri{l!1ss CAI'. :u;o Pntiine. 4
SI ST:\ . THA:\S . A1v1 / Fl\I sit-rt'", slep-n-toe

~f~~(!'~{tj.~-~l; ~ 11~~8h~;~;~L;:·l.5:~:.cM~~·l;

li7!Hl:ll:'i after 4:00 p111. :l/ !1

1

1

·cupational Therapy major . Application
torms and 111strud1on;; mav be nicked uo in
the OT Dept. office. Hewitt 218E . All aop11catnH1:-. must oe submitted b:-· March 22.
1!17!1. :l/ \I

l"SEI> C\.H lffYEHS, AVOID .MAKl"G -A
COSTL \' MISTAKE . Let our technicians
cledronically analvze this car·s engine
before vou bu\" . The 'rune-Up Technician 4369:12ti . 4/:1
.
Professional Tn'1"; - at i ts be;;t- on IB!\1
!J!ITl'Clil}.g Selectric. choict• or SIVl(•/ p1tch .
Spelling. punctuation. grammar corrected.
He11;;onable rates for superior quality .
UniversliY secretariat" Associate :_·Call Dli111.i1
Schuman·. 742-4858 . 4/ Ci

wanted
Part En~lish setter 1mps. 5 beautiful puppies
must be given new homes or they will have to
be destroved . Plea;;e call :332-4800 between 7
a.m. and 9 p.m. 3/ 9
l{E:\TAL WA:\TEU - Umversit~· couple.
Eng/ RN. seek apt. or small hOuse ro rem oy
April I. No kids. no pets. excellent local
reference;;. $200/ mo range or caretaking
situation desired. Call C. Brown 2-1214 days
or 868-7269 eve;; . :V9

help wanted
A\' O~-Needs representatives

(male

or

female> to service Dorms, offices. and
territone;; in Durham. Lee. Madburv . Earn
high commission. Phone 742-6666 or write
Genevieve Smith, 9 Concord Way , Dover,
N.H. 3/ :lO
:\et•d l\lont-v? Avon can solve your problems .
Sell world" fa~1ous toiletries. gifts and
jewe!Py. Earn high commission. Phone Gen
Smith 742-6666 for details without obl1gat1on.
3/:30

~~!1:.'J~~~~··:i~~l\~:~~li·cf%Kg~g~~~~~;;N~W
area . Must have previous sup<•rvisory experience in construction. ability to lead crew.
and abilitv to drive small machinerv. Plallt
knowledge and mechanical ability i ·ould be
considered an asset. Position available im mediately: 40-;)5 hour;; per week, salary
£Q.!!1!!1~i.!_I"!_ ex~cnen_ce . Tel. 60~-4:349175 . Mail resume an reference to Chris
Herrin Associates . 4lia Harvey Road. Manchester. N.H. o:no:3 . :l/2:l
Artist :\eeded to design orlglnaT promotional
artwork for a large alhelet1c en~ nl. Call 7426884 evenings . :l/\I

TE:\:\IS l'IWS \\",\:\TED - -1.;xcellent
Summer s(.asonal and yt•ar-round positions
available': t:(ood plavmi:: and teaching
background required. Calr 1:101 1 Ci;J4-:l7iO. or
send 2 complete re;;umes. pictures to : K.J .
Belknap. \\. .T.S .. 8401 Comwclicut Avenue.
Suite 1011. Che\·y Chase. MD 20015 . :l/:m

Onhrn TX 1500 H.l'ceiver 60 watts. BIC 940
turniable. TJ:<~ C A-106 casette deck . EPI ·
120 ;;peakers only 4 months old. $900.00 as a
system or separate piece;;. Mike Al i42-785ti.
:112:1
FofSal~;-: One men 's cfown-TITied Woolricli
parka--in excellent condition--worn only a few
times--for $4;) . Royal blue with oran~e and
white stripe across back . Call Cynthia
692-2328 mornings befor 9 or evenings after
10. :l/ 9

:\1•1·d I roomalt·. male or female for gorgeous apartment. Large living room with
wood b('am;; in ceiling . $80/ month each incl.
heat. Call Sll'\'e at 868-1006 or Henrv at
868-2224. 3/ 9
.

TllA:\K-YOl" ··~"'-ilS-A LUB:\EH ! 1',0R A
GREAT WEEKEND. BEER PONG NIGHTGOWNS, BACKRUBS DARK TANS. SNOWSEX. BEING TOGEtHirn . IT'S OOGIE
TIME! LOVE TODD. P.S . NEXT WEEK?!
3/9

llt•rlihoo- The Yankees and Buckv Dent are
still ten times wor;;e than the Cleveland Indians but we like your taste in college hockev
team;;. Talk about dedication, leavmg the SS
Guppy for a whole week like tnal. Dedication!
· Gooa luck back in La .. and don't forget to
make checks payable to the house andleave
them with anv house officer, or start cheering for the ked So-x in lieu of pavment.
wliat"s that? vou'd rather slit vour throat?
Some peopie ·don 't realize a gooa team when
they see if, and nevk!r will. Too bad . The Red
Sox Contingent in 26 :\ladbury Road. 3/9
LE(;s - go nuts ... go wild ... Happv 22nd. T.T .
·
P .S. the Tove den scores. •3/ 9

Tom\· littlt· ml'llow guru man - I love vou ....
at this mo,nent. Tele. PS. Mill vou over
spring brea~. 3/9
•

.\pt. lo suhlt't April-.llmt• wTOption to rent.
$220/ mo. & heat. Dover on Karivan rte .
H.enee 742-9268 or 742-4293. Keep trying! 3/27

To the gi1T\\Tii1 ifkt•s gPlitkkliel·s. f m sorrv
that. I missed the hockt.:Y gam~ .tuesday .
Shall we pet together to discus;; future seatmg plans". J .B. :i/2:3

lost and found

Bill- - M-a v vour-lTre alwavs have Jov init.
Much love . 3/ !J
·
·

19

FOL':\[): Sat. night l<'eb. 3. a Dupro watch in

Lost one large tan do\\ n vest in Library. It'
found please call 868-5194. 3/ 9

LOST-Cross pencil , gold, near Kingsbury
or MUB. Engraved on taop half. It' founa
please call 742-0634. Will identify engraving. 3/!I
LOST-A Kellv green size IO sweater with
dark green Iealher elbow patches-- ometime
since Januarv. somewhere in Durham . If
you have fourid it;. Please call 2-1164. or 8689662. and ask for ttosie. or leave a me;;sage .

personals
tll7ti Ford E·IOO \'an Good Condition . New
0

l!lil FIAT X-l!l. vellow w/ black stripe. 2
seater convertible hardtop. ew Radials.
AM -FM stereo. 61K but car is Mint. $2.350.00
or B.ll.H . Gregg m 313. 868-9814 . 3/!l

Sandi!' - love your baby blues! lets go out
dancing after break . Tom. 3/!J

1(1,~!Was -gfe.itlOoking at vou in math
lab last semester. I"m glad vou· were there .
Hope to hear from you .. .The "Other Redhead.
:l/ 23

cars for sale

l!li2 Ponliat· Lemani"!, 3 speed. 6 cylinder.
High mileage but high dependability. Started
everv fime in Feb 's coldest. 5 speaker
stereo. New tires , align'!lent . spring;; . tune
up. $750.00 ·call 942-5902 after 5: 3/27

Junior!! f10Ve vou ....at this moment! Tele.
P .S. I'll miss you over Spring Break! 3/ 9

w/ opt. for fall. Li\'ing room. kitchen. bath .
Lots of closets . Laundry downstairs . No/c:ets .
f~~~<~~: ~~~s electricity. Call 749-4594 . cott.

3/ Y

Mike 749-3080 after 6. Leave message. 3/ !I

To the lont'h ho,"illl,ord. Thanks fura
sensual evening . You feel so good on top'
Lets get it up anCI do it again. Lustful Lucy
3/9

0111 :\Iadbun Lant•-2 bedroom apt. to sublet

202 Central An·. - St. Patrick's Dav Partier;;
--A navv EMS down parka and cfass·5 blue
vest were picked up oy the wrong owners. If
know of whereabouts. call 569-6363--Leslie or
Beth. We 're cold. 3/ 9

r;:[k.b~~~~· ~o~~"~x\i;;~, 8~~ ~f.1erria~i

To l\litch - The exhibitionist at Sawver. I
loved the strange conversation -0n the phone
and I know that was you if:l the window .3/ 9

Jl>ll-A wl'ek-Ion~ ct-lehralion? You've got it
made! Happy 20th & here 's to more abstraction. Jess boring realitv, more fun and
nor more fissures. The lasf card was true.
Love MAF . 3/27

S("uha i°Hn·n ! Outfit yourseri completely.
with top name equipment. Bailev Wetsuit
with vest . U.S. Divers 72 ft . tank. beep Star
regulator with S.l' .G. plus much more.
WOO!e shabang $&XJ.CXJ Call Peter 742-ii288. :i/'Zl

:\ikko :;u:;:; Ht•ct•iHr 30 watts--ITuilt-in Cir~
cuit Breakers. Dual T_uning Meters-Excellent Condition. $175 complete. Call
Dave at 2-1630. 3/ 9

Dear B. Thanks for everything . Love, G.
PS . Happy B-day . 3/ 9

(;ringo-partit•sj Big Ray, Belushi prowls 1
fire alarms. g owing bongs , ammonia ana
t~ves5H:Jb9~~~~ 1980 by ike! Happy 19th

area of Huddle;;ton Hall on campus . Contact
Bill in Stoke 261 - pay phone 868-9853, hall
phone 862-2374. 3/!I

Rob 868-1061. :l/ :10

readers> But most of all , love to vou-MASH
3/ 9
.

for rent

,.;lir of~cker S11t'akt•rs. Acoustic Ali·
Suspension System . Power rating 3;) watts.
Excellent condition. Would like $;)0, but
willing to compromise. Call Seolt -at 749-4594 .
:l/ \I

Kin~ ~~iw \\att:l:--h(•d with -Bookcase headboard
& Iiner-I<;xcellent condt. $300 or Best offer

To Kath\"~/\Vherever v e- be/ As fast as
vou·ve rim / the week is now done/i"II learn
how to thyme/in some futuresque time/have
a good trip to C/ and keep smiling at me--··Ralph ·· .3/9
John 1)(:tt,·er (John. JD. Mr. Denver) --Are
23 year old biochem majors always so obnoxiou;; and insulting to nice voung ladies
who are trvin~ to be friendlv? Let's talk
about it over a oeer!Sorority Sue 3/23

for sale
For Sah•: I_ pair or H.aichle rreestyle men;;
ski boots. size 8 Heg. $165. askmg $:-iO. onlv
used onl' ;;eason. Call Jim at 868-519..J
evenings. :3/ 20

:~ / 9

roommates

1

~ 1 ~~ i:~;~e~~lli ~ff~~~~~~1~~1!~' ~~~t(~ i1~~~r<~~:
11

S1• nt'lan· /l>rallpt'r~on ... w1th a \ OUl16 land ;;l"Hpe archit ectural ofl lcl' 111 lhe l\lanches ter
an•a . l\Ju,.;t be e xpPri<'nn·d in sec ret aria
skills . drafting skill s dt•s1ralllt>. hut not
necessan-. l:'i-2;) hours per week. Salan
comnH.• nsurall' with experienn'. Hel e rences
required . Te l. 4:!4-!!175. 4/2:!

·1-;;) U\\a\li(." a11dJoa11111•; You should learn
to do it i ·ith the lights off. Dwayne on top: on
the bottom : B.J. s and eating sweet meal.
Great view from the birch tree! !First floor .
3/ !I

B.F. llapp~~rthda~· ts1;;»iJTSO, voufmally
get a per ·onal from me. rve otten heard
ne\'er trust anvone 25 or over. but a man that
likes cookies can't be all bad. Have a great
vacation 1 Love. C.J. 3/ 9
To th1· Bo\"s: GO-- UTS IN FLORIDA .
And don ' t forget to write. Ll'I us know if
Soucv and Dionne were succcs;;ful in their
hitch--hikin~ down there. tAnd after hours
too . l But tnink of Splasher , Malph Bugles
1sober hopelull\" 1 and the rest of the Boys
at Boston Garden partying after the ;;emi
final win l<'ridaY. and then the finals Saturdav . See vou when vou get back with the new
wa·r stories for my minutes. Ralph . 3/ \1
DI-:AR ALLAN! A personal can 't get too
personal: but know (hat fin :d lv, thi;; note is
here just for you . See you tonight. 1-:TC.
DAVID JOHN - Thank;; for the best birthdav
_weekend ever. rm looking forward to ;;pe1id111g '!!any evemng!> oft my rocker with you .
I cant wait for June to come. Love vou.
Karen. :l /~
·
\\"a11t1·(i" !"or Er:il": One blond girl who can
bak<' pies . No other qualirications nece;;sarvhe ·s desparate. Send resume to Stillings 02:ll
1really d(•sparate l 3/ 23

All Women art• Invited lo participate in thf'
Women'i. Ct-nter·s ""l'.kly .meetings.. We are
a cooperat 1ve orga111zat1on seek mg new
ideas and interests. We have a full librarv of
books concernin" women and files or usefu l
information avai1able to rnu . Come see what
\~ · re all about. Room i:l4 MUB. or call 21968. :l/ !J
.

To tht· dant"t·r~-to-ht' of .\cada-- Let ·s ··dance
the mght awav, .. from the dancers-to-be of
Phi Mu .:l/ \I .

MAHl:"""A -T o thev oung !adv who lived i.n
Scott Hall and worked in Philbrook last
semester. I met vou at the Christian Christmas Part v in Hubbard las t December. I
would like to see mu a ga in. Please let me

.\llSll--··\\O\\"!' ~ Late ni " hl;: -maypo, a
shO\\er'? penny throwing. ifa;;s Ale. popcorn
kernels !Hurni 1. ice cream. lunch . dinner,
superman . toys. Herb. sliding. cocoa WEE! .
laug h . Cra bs (Fondue tor you dirty mmded

llowit• wants lo\\ iJl-,111 the girls and bo)·s a
hal'll~· St. Patrifks l>a\". I'll be looking for all
of he girls for mv St. Patrick's D,;iv kiss becau;;e r love VOU all. Also-evervone be sure to
have a wonderful vacation . I'll be looking for
L~~eiH:~~~L XoRCE when you get oack.

3

llAH-11 1\1(: Here 's to a vacation as good as
last year ·s at Smuggler's! Wish I could be
with va . Don·t drv out Busch Garden 's!
··1641 L:omm Ave" 3/ 9
~,.,;n-:;,-:,~ ~nSmith:-Vorget what
seen before this ones for real! Those
·d1scu;;sions·· we had that night were sincere. Let;; get together for dinner or something and get to know each other better.
Sound reasonable? K.L. 3/23

f(,

~ou·ve

l\IOLS. llap1n· earf,· 2ttth Hirthdav. Sorrv I
can't be with. vou to help celebraie, but l'll
be there in spirit<hearlJ . We'll have a private party after vacation . Love. Daner. 3/9

Hri~gs - Happv 21st! Get psyched fori30Ston
< agam ! 1
Nu(s 1! 80 Gainesborough St..
champagne breakfasts. hats from chmatown
"Are you girls with the Red Sox? " . running
with Micheal and Jim tCute bathrobe! l , the
Row - rescued bv Kojak drinking with the
boys from Charfestown 1Hingham?'' J and
otner B.U . pucks at THE Down Under, the
rock. pretzl'ls - all this and MORE <much' J
Love. Nadine. 4/:l
THERESA, would vou believe two in one
week? Hope you ha"ve a good vacation and
vou know that vou are wekome at mv house
any time the homefront gels too depressing .
That goes for you, too, Karen. Take care , Sue

SELL IT
IN THE
CLASS.ADS

l/
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Mandatory health fee

lc~t stats I
UNH HOCKEY
SCORING STATS
Name
Ralph Cox
Bob Francis
Bob Gould
Bruce Crowder
Frank Roy
Terry Flanagan
Frank Barth
Dana Barbin
Mike Waghorne
Sean Coady
Ross Yantzi
Paul Surdam

Games
28
31
31
31
29
31
30
31
25
31
29
31

Goals
38
16
30
20
16
.18
13
10
1
1
5
0

Assists
29
42
26
28
29
24
26
19
22
15
10
14

Drad '"'olf

30

:I

C>

Ron Reeve
Tom St. Onge
Bruce Rintoul
John Normand
Dan McPherson
Ed Olsen
Jeff Beaney
Stephen Stone
Gary Clark
Scott Burkart
Joe Basius
Greg Moffett
Ken Lorance
UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

25
25
30
20
25
14
9
7
5
4
1
27
5
31
31

3
3
4
2
5
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
189
133

6
6
5
6
3
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
326
224

Points
67
58
56
48
45
42
39
29
23
16
15
14

Pen/Min.
25/53
17/42
18/42
16/32
1/2
11 /22
9/18
5/10
13/26
29}58
3/6
5/10

H

DHC>

UNH 9 .. .. .... . ... . ........... Vale 2

9
9
9
8
8
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
515
355

4/8
4/8
18/36
2/4
4/8
4/8
3/6
1/2
1/2
1/2

Cornell 6 . ....... . Providence 5 (OT)
Dartmouth 2 ......... Clarkson 1 (OT)

ECAC PLAYOFF
PICTURE
QUARTER-FINALS
Boston University 4 ....... Vermont 3

SEMI-FINALS
(Tonight at Boston Garden)
Cornell-UNH ..... : ............. 6:15
BU-Dartmouth .................. 9:00
FINALS
(Tomorrow at Boston Garden)
Consolation game 6:15
Championship game 9:00

010
010
010

205/430
215/442

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
BASEBALL
Mar. 10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Florida Inst. of Tech . ... . .. . ... . . 1:00
•Brevard JC . . . . ..... .. . . . . . . ... 1:00
•Brevard JC ... . .. ... . .. . .... . . . 3:00
•Brevard JC .......... . . . . .. . . . . 3:00
Xavier University (2) . ... ... . ... 12:00
"Indian River JC .... . ........... 3:00
University of Pennsylvania .. ... 12:00
Florida Inst. of Tech . .. .. .. ... . .. 1:00
Ohio State (2) ... . .... ..... . .... 1:00

LACROSSE
Mar. 12
13
15
16

Morgan State . .. .. ....... .. ... . 2:00
University ot Virginia .. ... ... . ... 3:00
Navy (Exhib.) . . . .. ..... .. .. . . . .. 3:00
Farleigh Dickinson (E~hib . ) .. . . . . 3:00

HEALTH FEE
continued from page 1
portant as finanl'.ial aid ," he said . '
Cox said if the students are in
favor of "some !-.Ort of action , we
will dra w up a petition or have a
poll to present to the administration and the Board of
Trustees .''
" I tend to put very little weight
in petitions," said Stevens ,
" because only people who are
against
something
sign
petitions ."
" Students have high expectations for services available to
lhem ," Stevens added , " but not a
realistic idea about the fees thev
have to nay for them ."
·
Moore agreed with Stevens that
a mandatorv health fee is
necessary for· further health services.
" A mandatory health fee is
inevitable because Hood House
can 't survive on the money it gets
from the voluntary fee without
seriously curtailing its services,
or raising the voluntary fee," she
said .
"I don 't see anv other
solut:ion, " said Stevens. ·
" Without it, services would
have to be drastically cut back ,
and students would have to pay a
lot more than what they pay now-even more than they 'd pay under ,
the mandatory fee , or else the
service would have to be closed,"
he said .
Citing an example in the increase in health costs, Stevens
said laboratory costs went llP
$60,000 last year.
The annual Hood House budget
is between $450,000 and $500~ 000 ,
according to Stevens, of which
about $350,000 comes from the
University budget.
Under the mandatory health
fee proposal , the fee would
provide between $270,000 and
$355,000, depending on whether
the health fee increases to $30 or
$40.
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Jhe ne-w ham.pshir~B
is now accepting applications for 1979-80 positions
We are looking for imaginative, responsible and dedicate~
students for the following paid positions:

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Business Manager
-

Advertising Manager
Arts Editor
A~ Pr.oductions Manager
Productions Associate

News Editors (2)
Copy Editor

Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Circulation Manager
Advertising Associates (2)

The new staff will take over with our April 20 issue
· Dead Ii ne for applications is Thursday, March 29
Application forms are available at The New Hampshire
Room 151, MUB. 862-1490
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·UNH faces Cornell
at Garden tonight
HOCKEY
continued from page 16
period and a half," he said. "The
closeness of the game was soapparent lo me. But wh~n we got
that shorthanded goal <on Bruce
Rintoul's backhand from 20 feet
outJ, that really hurt them. They
· couldn't get the firepower after
that."
Rintoul 's tally game while the
Wildcats held a 3-1 lead. Junior
Bob Francis had been sent out for
high-sticking at 8:50 of the second
poriod.

I-li D

p.ona1t5•

\<VQIJ

nearing

Garv Lawrence's high wrist shot
was· bobbled bv Moffett as it
rolled up his ar·m and deflected
off his stick into the net. That tied
thescoreatl-1. .
Many might also forget senior
Paul Surdam's sprawling save on
Dan Poliziani 's empt.\ -net bid in
the earlv minutes of the contest.
The Eli"s carried the firsf six
minutes.
,
With the Boston UniversitvVermont score constantly
coming over the P.A. S\Stem,
both the crowd at Snivelv and the
\Vi1dcats couJd son.so ~1 kfJJing.

"I think whenever I heard the
its end when Rintoul coming off
the bench on a line change, stole , UVM score," recounted captain
the puck from Yale at its blue Bob Gould, "_it picked me · up. In
line, skated down the right boards the end, they <BU) won. That's
and whistled a low backhand to BU for you. -I guess it's a matter
the far post past beleaguered ot how the puck bounces.''
F·r ank Roy, who sat out the last
goalie1\.eilh Allain.
McPherson then followed With two games of the regular season
his first of the night five minutes with a groin pull, saw only
later, and Crowder capped his limited action Tuesday night. His
hat trick at 18:31 stuffing one duties for tonight's game are as
through Allain's pads on the short vet undetermined.
· In the other game tonight, deside.
,,
"God, it feels good," beamed fending NCAA champion BU will
an elated Crowder in the locker host Dartmouth. Both squads are
Wildcat Brad Holt helps out as goalie Greg Moffett rakes in a rebound during UNH's room. "I've alwavs had a· lot of coming off exceptionally difficult
quarterfinal match-ups . BU
H-2 playoff win over Yale Tuesday. The Cats face Cornell tonight at 6: 15 in the Boston two-goal games, and people ask
me when I'll gel a hat trick, and I disposed -of UVM, 4-3 on John
Garden. (Tom Lynch· photo)
would tell them 'in the quarter- Bethel's goal with fifteen seconds
left in regulation, and Dartmouth
finals ..'"
/
It seemed fitting for the less downed the Clarkson Golden
heralded members of the squad Knights 2-1 in overtime thanks to
to carry UNH through the con- Denis Murphy's goal.
Ice Chips: A survey of the
test. Ralph Cox went dry that
show me an awful lot about this and maneuverability. However, night. So did Gould, who was team r~veals .no particular preBy Gerry Mile's
Bumper
stickerSt
read team," confides GB:rber.
Sheehan must be careful because stopped on a couple of break- ference for a final round op:F'ollowing their spring trip, the once a goalie leaves his .crease he aways, but McPherson was there ponent should the Wildcats defeat
"Virginia is for lovers," but for
Cornell tonight. "This team is so
UNH's first-vear men's lacrosse Wildcats open up their spring is open to be checked like anyone to pick up the rebounds.
coach Ted· Garber, Virginia schedule with four games in a else.
"I was just at the right place at good,'' said Crowder, "it doesn't
means the possibility of a ticket week, starting with Middlebury
"Hitting a goalie is·like sacking the right time_," said McPherson. matter who we play. We had a
April 6 and Boston College April a quarterback,'' sai,d Garber. ''Gouldie got robbed a couple of team effort and that's the type of
to the national play-offs.
Mondav the 1979 UNH lacrosse 7.
"And some teams will trv to take --- times and I just happened to be team that's going to wi11." ... Some
"We must win the first five out the goalie (injure him>. Some there."
of the Wildcats did e>.press an
team opens its schedule with a
tough southern swing that CQ_uld games at home," said. Garber. figure if they can get the goalie
. Even Greg Moff~tt, w~ose C?n- urge to pliay BU again. Said
earn it an eventual birth to the "We can't look past them. Their out, they can win the game.''
s1stent play and hghtnmg-qmck sophomore defensema n Mike
biggest games are us. Then they
national playoffs.
.
glove had robbed many a shooter Waghome, "We want to play
The. key to th~ team IS the throughout the regular season them. Thev alwavs seem , o eek it
The Cats must get past Morgan have nothing to lose and
defen~e. The top five defei:isemen <and one classic robberv on out (winning in the last m :.nute as
State Monday, and then the . everything to gain."
Graduation took its toll on the are Jim Coleman, Tom ~~lletter, Yale's Jim Murphy in the· first against UVM), but we know we
nationaHv-ranked Universitv of
·· Wildcats as John Bryan, Ralph John Bo~czek, Ray Rist, and period) had a less than eventful can beat them. Besides, to go all
Virginia the following day. ·
night (22 saves).
UV A is the tougher of the two Baugher, and defenseman Paul M?.rk Robinson.
the way you gotta beat the
. ~hey have to have a _sup~r
"I haven't slept in days," said best." ... Ron Reeve, who's scored
teams, though neither is expected Miller left UNH in Mav.
John Fay and co-captains Jay season for us } 0 do anyt~mg m Moffett later. ''I haven't been in a three goals in four games after
to be easv to beat.
playoff game before, and didn't going scoreless the entire year,
"They;ll play two different Leech and Willie Ryan are expec- New England, Garber said.
styles," said Garber. "Morgan ted to keep the laxmen moving
"It's almost like the Boston know what it was like. When I put reports that Gould got his wish of
State has a lot of football players ·through the season. Fay was Bruins," Garber said. "They · that first goal in I kinda got shat- wearing white in the Garden afand will be more physical. UV A, voted onto three different all-star don't have any superstars, but tered."
ter UNH beat Yale. "He's been
however, will be doing a lot of teams last year and finished they play and hit hard. They can
The Elis' first score carrie when talking about that all year long."
fancy stickwork and pretty tenth in the couptry in scoring.
become the heart of our team."
Leech is bein;!, moved back to
passing.
And like any team that hopes to
"We can beat these teams, we midfielder because "he can run
really can. We have everything to and creates situations," accord- fair well, the bench must have
gain and nothing to lose."
ing to Garber. Ryan, a senior, is people ready to go in and play.
After Virginia, the men have a fine passer and ''can fin_d the That's what Garber has in the
two days off befor_e scrimm~ging open man, but I'm hoping he can likes of middies Eob Buckley,
Navy and then Farleigh Dickinson score out there as well," Garber Mark Ganzer, Brian Noyes, and
attackmen Mike Van V1eck and
·
the following day before retur- said.
Ansis Kalnajs is another Jeff Nawrocki.
ning to Durham.
Another big obstacle in the path veteran from last vear 's team
"Once they get the feel for
of the Wildcats is the fact that from whom Garber expects a big Division I lacrosse, they'll do
spgts will be split among four
they have yet to go outside for /contribution. "He's .got the fine, but they must have a good BASEBALL
players, as they have in the past.
scoring
touch,·'
he
said.
season, too," he said.
practice. They have practiced incontinued from page 16
Senior catchers Jim MacDonald
The goal is solid, with junior
side since mid-Januarv.
"I want evervone to conand Mike Hennessey should con"If we can go outside and play Peter Sheehan returning a~d ad- tribute," said Garber. "It's the
tinue their three-year-old exwell against Springfield in the ding another punch to the Wild- little things that add up to Jones and Terry Williams, sgph- change program behind the
omore
Steve
Johnson
and
two
scrimmage this Saturday, that'll cats' attack with his great speed something big."
freshmen, -Andy Adams and Tom plate, while juniors Mark
O'Hearn and Greg Jablonski will
O'Shea.
share the load at third base.
"The key is going to be pitching," Conner said. "You can't
"The majority ot the people
tell if Wholley's going to do as
we're counting on are experiwell as he · did last year,
The UNH gymnastics team chalked up another win Tuesday in
enced," .Conner said, "and had
Burlington. Vt. as it captured the Tri-State Meet title from four
especially after he had surgery pretty good years Oast season)."
over
Christmas.''
New England teams which it had beaten earlier this season.
UNH gathered 128.45 points to take a 20-point edge over the
The Wildcats will return from
Whollev was the mainstav ot
meet 's other competitors.
the UNHstaff last season, and his Florida a week from Mondav
Dartmouth took second place with a 108.95 final score. Keene
0.97 earned-run average made and then will continue workout~
~tate College, Vermont and Maine took the rcspeciive third
him one of the top pitchers in the until their northern season opens
·
'
fourth and fifth spots, trailing far behind UNH.
country. He underwent surgery April 5 with a doubleheader at
Carrying on her first-place tradition, UNH star Edie Sutton won
during semester break for a knee - Springfield.
on the uneven parallel bars and took second place on the balance
injury he suff erred during - the
beam to capture the top all-around -mark of :32.65. Chris Wuensch
football season.
Conner sees the trip, which w~-~
and Ellen Fahey also fared well for the Wildcats. taking second
tmanced mainly by fund-raising
' and third all-around spots. With a slim 0.4 lead. Wuensch beat Sutton's 8.:3 mark to take first place in the balance beam event.
The Cats' starting ·lineup ap- efforts of team members, as both pears relatively firm as the a benefit and a gamble.
Wuensch, Josi Lemmi and Ellen Fahey monopolized the floor
exercise event by taking all three top spots. Michele Baker was
season approaches. Matt Kelly
the sole UNH finalist in the vault, taking first place with an 8.85
should start at first base, John
"If we lose, - I hope the kids
score.
Walker at second, Jim Neal at don't lose confidence,'' he said.
The UNH team will next travel to Maryland to compete in the
shortstop. with Tim Gowen, Jeff "It's kind of experimental, but
Eastern Regionals. A strong performance in llw meet. which \\·ill
Whittv and Keith Stone in the out- w,e're not going down there exfield . ·
be held March 16-18, could mrard the women a twrth iii the
pecting a free-for-all. We're exNationals at Penn State.
The- third base and catching pecting to win."

'
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Corn~ll

in semi-finals

Cats overpower Yale, 9-2
By Lee Hunsaker
The final seconds of intermission ticked awav on the clock as
both teams skated onto the ice to
begin the third period of Tuesday's quarter-final game.
The Yale Elis, in their dark uniforms with white bordered lettering which gave their sweaters the
appearance of being turned inside-out, were themselves turned
inside-out bv the 6-1 lead the UNH
Wildcats heid over them .
UNH skated brisklv onto the
shinv surface, readv t<i shew,: Yale
another period of hockev masterv.
In tH'e press box a Yale reporter,
sitting atop his chair. leaned
down to scribble something in his
notebook. It read: "The season ·s
lmaJ penod .
There reallv was no better wav
to describe \'ale's fate Tuesda\·
night. Senior forward Bruce
Cro\rder had already pocketed
his first care.er hat trick with a
nifty three-goal performance in
the second period.
Freshman center Dan McPherson was yet to get his
· (scoring four times that night J.
but with the score at 6-1, evervthing was academic.
·
UNll frpshman Dan McPherson ~ets pushed off the play as his
Now, the Wildcats must climb
shot goes wide of Yale goalie Keith Allain in Tuesday's game. through others to the head of the
l\lcPfierson scored four times to pact' the Cats to the !)-~ class at Boston Garden as thev
victory. <Tom Lynch photo.)
play the host team in their game
against Cornell tonight. Just like
two years ago, game time is 6: 15
and UNH will be wearing white.
Though confident and optimistic, UNH is hoping it won't
take l\VO overtime periods to win,
as happened back in 1977 when
UNH defeated the Big Red, 10-9
on Bob Gould's dramalic"'goal.
The one team which nobodv
wanted to play - Providence - ended up at Cornell for a rematch of
last year's quarter-final. Last
year the Friars upset the Big
Red, and this vear thev almost
diq it again.
•
•
It took a Lance Nethery goal
UNH's Beb MacNallv lost his first-round match to Jo.e Davis ol
California Polvtechnical Institute vesterdav in the NCAA
National wrestl(ng championship~ at the Univers.ity of Iowa.
Davis won the 190-pound class match on riding time. HHJ . Th('
score at the end of the match ·was JHJ, but D,avis had compiled
more than a one-minute advantage in riding time and was awarded
the winning point.
If Davis wins his next match, MacNallv will then wrest le in a
consolation round . Should Davis lose, Mac.Nallv would be finished
for the tournament.
·
MacNally's season record is now 12-2, while Davis's is 28-4.

the new hampshire

sports

MacNally loses in NCAAs

with just' 13 seconds left in
regulation to salvage a lie for the
Big Red who had t.o COQ1e from
behind ( 3-0 l.
Bi II Milner, the lanky goalie for
the Friars, was peppered continually throughout the night,
making
43
saves.
Brian
Hayward, the freshman netminder for Cornell responded with 23.
In the end, however. it was Rob
Gemmel's tallv at 4:00 of the
first overtime ..-Vhich decided the

Friar's fate and UNH's next
opponent.
'
UNH coach Charlie Holt
dismissed UNH's playoff jinx
when he.said "We never were as
prepared as ~·e were for this particular game (against Yale. J"
Holt said the Wildcats 9-2 romp of
the Elis was not indicative of the
intensity of the-game .
"They had their chances for a

Dartlllouth Illeets BU
in second ga~e tonig~t
The other ECAC :'!cmi -finul

\:U11!c;:,(

to11ight pit::i

uu~IUIJ

U11iH:1 :-,i( \.

against Dartmouth College. Being in the playoffs has been a·s
common for BU as scheduling practice. For ·the Big Grern.
though. this is the first trip in four years:
BU hart'ly got past the quarter-final round when it squeaked I)\
Vermont 4-:3. Trailing :3-0 in the second period. B was able le>
surge back, tallying twice in the waning minutes of the middle
stanza. John Bethel led the Terriers with a hat trick. his third goal
coming with just 15 seconds left in the game to win it.
Jim Craig played a sober game in nets for BU. while UVM's
Sylvain Turcotte, back from a broken thumb. kept the Cata mounts in the contest. It was. only Turcott-e's second garne--!'\inc<.·
returning from the injury . His first was UVM's 5-: ~ \\·in O\'('r thP
same Terriers three davs earlier.
Up in Hanover. it took Dartmouth's leading scorer. Denis Murphy, tori? t~e Big Green of a pesky Clarkson squad . After skat111~
to a 1-1 tie 111 regulat10n, both teams battled through l wo overtimes before the Murphy tally.
·
Golden Knight coach Jerry York started frcshman l{ick Mills i"n
goal. and Mills responded admirably with sc·veral ~:.c(•llt'nt
saves .
At the other enc!. Dartmouth mentor George Crowe used sophomore Bob Gaudet, who spent much of his freshman year watching
Jan Jankowski play. As did his Clarkson counterpart , Gaudet
played an exceptional game.
Controversy marred the game when Kevin Zappia 's goal in
regulation was disallowed by the officials. According to reports in
the Boston Globe, goal judge I<"'orrest Branch negated the goal
whc.•n the puck apparently broke through the twine at tlw top ol
the rwt. Despite a furious argument , Clarkson went \Vithout the
goal.
Bet\\·een periods, referee Jonie J:<'ontana se\red the nett ins on
the goal cage back together.
LEE HUNSAKEH

Women could join
new ice conference
By Tom Lynch
and Gerry Miles

when the Massport Jet:::., an
amateur
team
from
Finishing seasons undefeated
Massachusetts, topped them last
month 7-6 .
seems to be becoming a habit for
The Cats will lose onlv five
the UNH women's hockev team .
So does going nowhere for postplayers from this season's.team,
season play.
an indication of how strong the
Although no one has much of a UNH nucleus will be in the new
sav as to whether the former con- league.
The graduation of Melissa
tinues, the latter is readv for
change, according to UNH coach White, -1ast year's top scorer, will
Russ McCurdv.
break up the high productive GAS
McCurdv, the chairman of the line. but Kathv Brvant (this
EAIAW's Ice hockey committee,
year·s top scorer J and Gail Grifsaid there will be a new structure
fith, her linemates, will return.
in eastern women's hockey next
The Wildcats took another step
year .
upward this season by playing in
- two tournaments (two more than
"There will be some sort of a in 1978 J and winning both. They
conference right now·" he said, took the title in their own Granite
"with a regional playoff at the State Tournament by beating
end."
Providence , 8-1 . Later in
Mccurdy said the top four Januarv, UNH travelled to Monteams in the new conference treal and \\.'On the Concordia Inwould probably be the ones sel- vitational Tournament by whipected for the playoffs, ··although ping Minnesota.
that's not sure."
A late-season win over Coll)\:
"We'll have to look at the gave the women the right le>
strength of the school. their op- claim the nation's number-one
ponents. and so forth ... he said . ranking . Although the rank is
"It could take time...
mythical. it was a goal the
The Wildcats finished their women blasted through opponent
after opponent to attain.
second varsitv season last week.
compiling a· 14-0-1 record in
"I never thought they'd be this
collegiate play. They lost a game. good... said Mccurdy . .. It's
their first ever as a varsity team. great."

Laxmen open Monday
page 15

Yale goalie Keith Allain watches hel1>1t•ssl)· as the puck hounds into the net oil tlw stick of Wilde.at Bruce Cro~·der d_uring Tue~day's quarfrr-final pht)·off game. Allain was in a similar 1>osihon for much ~I the mght, as UNll rolh.•d to a H-2 win. <Chris Kent photo)

UNH nine opens on Florida trip
HY Tom Lynch
·The UNH baseball Wildcats
open tlw 1979 season tomorr<)\r
when the\" meet Florida Institute
of Technology in Melbourne.
Fla ..
The team left Durham last
night to start its nine-day, 11game trip through Florida .
UNH's home base \\·ill be in
Melbourne.
Although -the trip will gin• tlw
Cats their first chanc<.' for outdoor work thi s "\-ear. L' '.\iH coach
Ted Conner isn :t looking at it as
spring training . .. \\.<."re serious
about it.·· lw said. ··spn•n of the
clevPn games are goin~ to count
on our rt'cord. ··

The- four games not affecting
UNH"s record will be against
junior college teams.
The sen.•n official games. all
against four-year schools. include two each against FIT,
Xavier and Ohio State. and one
against Pennsylvania.
"We're playing some teams we
don't know much about. .. said
Conn<.•r. "but I knO\r some of
them have probabl:v played ten
games already. And 1·111 sure
P<.•nn has at kast heen outdoors.··
U:\H has practiced for the la"t
f1v<.' wPeks in Paul S\H'et < l\'al.
Conner doesn't plan as much
experimentation as he has in past
springs. mainly. he said. because

of tlw upgraded fall p1~ograrn
begun this year .
"We st ill want to play some
people to see what they can do.··
he said, "but Wt' found most of
that out in the fall.
"If we're going to experiment.
it ·11 be in the junior collt'ge
games.·· lw \\' Plll on. "\\"e may
get blmrn out. but it \nm't be
because we were experimenting."
Tht' Wildcats · 20-man roster is
nearlv set for the season , according to Connl'r . UNH will carry
six pitclwrs . i11clud11114 captain
Sten• Wholley . _juniors Charlie

BASEBALL. p a g e 15

